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ABSTRACT: A general protocol is demonstrated for
determining the structures of molecularly ordered but
noncrystalline solids, which combines constraints provided
by X-ray diffraction (XRD), one- and two-dimensional solid-
state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, and
first-principles quantum chemical calculations. The approach is
used to determine the structure(s) of a surfactant-directed
layered silicate with short-range order in two dimensions but
without long-range periodicity in three-dimensions (3D). The
absence of long-range 3D molecular order and corresponding
indexable XRD reflections precludes determination of a space group for this layered silicate. Nevertheless, by combining
structural constraints obtained from solid-state 29Si NMR analyses, including the types and relative populations of distinct 29Si
sites, their respective 29Si−O−29Si connectivities and separation distances, with unit cell parameters (though not space group
symmetry) provided by XRD, a comprehensive search of candidate framework structures leads to the identification of a small
number of candidate structures that are each compatible with all of the experimental data. Subsequent refinement of the
candidate structures using density functional theory calculations allows their evaluation and identification of “best” framework
representations, based on their respective lattice energies and quantitative comparisons between experimental and calculated 29Si
isotropic chemical shifts and 2J(29Si−O−29Si) scalar couplings. The comprehensive analysis identifies three closely related and
topologically equivalent framework configurations that are in close agreement with all experimental and theoretical structural
constraints. The subtle differences among such similar structural models embody the complexity of the actual framework(s),
which likely contain coexisting or subtle distributions of structural order that are intrinsic to the material.

■ INTRODUCTION

A molecular-level understanding of the physicochemical
properties of crystalline solids generally requires a detailed
knowledge of their three-dimensional (3D) atomic structures.
X-ray, neutron, and electron diffraction techniques have been,
and continue to be, the most important and most commonly
used tools for the structure determination of poly- or
monocrystalline solids with long-range atomic positional
order.1−3 In recent years, however, solid-state nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has emerged as an important
complementary tool for the determination of short-range
structures of complicated inorganic,4−14 organic,15−28 and
inorganic−organic host−guest29−32 or hybrid solids,33−35

including microcrystalline proteins36 and materials lacking
long-range order.37−39 Such approaches aim to integrate
comprehensively the information provided by solid-state
NMR, diffraction, computational chemistry, and other charac-
terization methods into the structure-determination process to

improve the robustness, reliability, completeness, and/or
accuracy of solid-state structures and the processes by which
they are determined.26,27,40−43

Molecularly ordered zeolites and layered silicates (e.g., clays)
are among the inorganic solids with complicated topologies that
have benefited, and continue to benefit, the most from the
combination of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and solid-state NMR
to characterize their molecular properties and structures. These
materials have been extensively studied because of their diverse
compositions and rich framework topologies, a number of
which exhibit technologically important adsorption, cata-
lytic,44−47 separation,48,49 or mechanical properties.50 Despite
their importance, the determination of the molecular structures
of these materials has faced a number of challenges. The large
majority of zeolites cannot be synthesized as single crystals
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large enough to perform single-crystal XRD analyses, leading to
reliance on lower-resolution powder analyses that result in less
accurate 3D structures. This also applies to layered silicates,
which frequently exhibit packing disorder of the sheet
assemblies that dramatically complicates the indexing of wide-
angle XRD reflections and often prevents the determination of
the space group and unit cell parameters. This is particularly
true in surfactant-directed layered silicates, which can be
synthesized with high degrees of molecular order in their two-
dimensional (2D) frameworks but which lack long-range 3D
crystallinity.33,51 These inorganic−organic hybrid solids are of
high fundamental and applied interest in materials sci-
ence.49,52−54 They exhibit high degrees of order at both the
molecular and the mesoscopic length scales, but not in
between, which has been challenging to achieve and under-
stand. For the case of self-assembled inorganic-surfactant
materials, only a narrow range of synthesis conditions (pH,
temperature, surfactant-headgroup hydrophobicity, and solvent
composition) lead to the self-assembly of mesostructured
inorganic-surfactant composites that subsequently form molec-
ularly ordered silicate sheets separated by flexible surfactant
chains.49,51−53,55

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy provides important structural
information and constraints that open new opportunities for
determining the structures of molecularly ordered silicate
frameworks.56−61 In particular, solid-state 29Si NMR yields: (i)
the numbers and relative populations of distinct 29Si sites in the
structure; (ii) the chemical natures of such sites (e.g., the
degree of condensation Qn of four-coordinate 29Si moieties,
where n represents the number of next-nearest-neighbor Si
atoms that are covalently bonded via bridging oxygen atoms);62

(iii) 29Si−O−29Si connectivities among the different resolved
sites;33,63−65 (iv) internuclear 29Si−O−29Si distances;4,66 and
(v) additional local composition and bonding details derived
from NMR interactions of 29Si nuclei (e.g., chemical shift
anisotropies67,68 or scalar couplings69,70), including with other
nuclei potentially present, e.g., 17O,71−74 27Al,75 or 23Na.37 Such
detailed information provides stringent local structural
constraints that can subsequently be combined to determine
framework topologies (i−iii), to construct model candidate
structures in conjunction with the space groups and unit cell
shapes and sizes obtained from XRD data (iv),4,66 to probe the
accuracy of different candidate structures,69,76 and/or to refine
these structures by comparing NMR interactions measured
experimentally and calculated from first principles (v).67,68

Complete structure determination, however, remains a major
challenge in non-, semi-, or nanocrystalline solids, where XRD
provides little or insufficient information.
Here, we demonstrate a new and general NMR-based

structure-determination approach that, in combination with
first-principles quantum chemical calculations, establishes the
structures of molecularly ordered silicate frameworks that lack
long-range 3D atomic crystalline order. This is possible despite
the absence of a priori information on the space group or
atomic coordinates from XRD methods.33,51 Hedin et al.33

previously applied the principles of “NMR crystallography,”
including combined 2D NMR, scattering and molecular
modeling analyses, to obtain an approximate structure of a
layered silicate framework without long-range molecular order.
However, the structural constraints considered in that earlier
work, obtained from both experiments and modeling, were
insufficient to allow accurate determination of the framework
structure. By comparison, our approach here integrates

topological information (e.g., the numbers, relative populations,
and connectivities of distinct 29Si sites) with important new
distance and local geometry constraints between 29Si sites into
a general algorithm for comprehensively exploring and
evaluating possible framework structures. By applying this
general protocol to the challenging case of a molecularly
ordered but noncrystalline layered silicate, a set of closely
related framework structures is established that accounts for the
detailed short-range order of these complicated materials.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Surfactant-directed layered silicates with molecularly

ordered 1 nm-thick framework sheets were synthesized with natural
abundance (4.7%) or enriched (50%) 29Si, using alkylammonium
CH3(CH2)15N

+(CH3)2(C2H5) (abbreviated as “C16N
+Me2Et”) surfac-

tant species, as described previously.33,51 The development of
molecular order and resultant structures of the silicate layers arise
due to strong interactions between anionic silicate framework moieties
and the cationic head groups of the CH3(CH2)15N

+Me2Et surfactant
molecules, which cannot be removed without the collapse and
disordering of the layered silicate structure. An ammonium-exchanged
sample was obtained by contacting the as-synthesized (natural
abundance 29Si) material in a concentrated aqueous solution (28
mol %) of NH4OH for 24 h under gentle stirring, after which the
sample was washed twice with distilled water, vacuum filtered, and
dried at 30 °C for 24 h.

Characterization. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were
acquired on a Scintag X2 powder diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation
(1.54 Å) over a range of 2θ values from 1° to 35° in 0.05° increments.
The PXRD pattern of the ammonium-exchanged sample was collected
on a Philips XPERT powder diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation
(1.54 Å) over a range of 2θ values from 5° to 50° in 0.017°
increments.

For the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements, a
layered C16N

+Me2Et-silicate sample was synthesized for 12 days at 130
°C and subsequently filtered, washed with deionized water, and air-
dried. The sample was ultrasonically dispersed in ethanol (99.9 vol%),
and the dispersion subsequently deposited onto a carbon microgrid.
High-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) images were acquired
using a 400 kV electron microscope (JEM-4000EX) at room
temperature.

Solid-state dipolar-mediated 29Si{29Si} double-quantum (DQ)
NMR correlation experiments were conducted on a layered silicate-
C16N

+Me2Et sample with 29Si in natural abundance using a Varian
InfinityPlus spectrometer at a magnetic field strength of 7.0 T
operating at 1H and 29Si frequencies of 299.85 and 59.56 MHz,
respectively. Experiments were conducted at room temperature under
magic-angle-spinning (MAS) conditions at 3200 ± 2 Hz using a 6 mm
MAS probehead with rotors holding ∼200 mg of sample. The 2D
dipolar-mediated 29Si{29Si} DQ NMR correlation experiments used
the robust symmetry-based SR264

11 homonuclear dipolar recoupling
sequence,77 as described in previous work on siliceous zeolites.4,77 A
series of 2D 29Si{29Si} DQ correlation spectra were acquired with
recoupling times between 2.5 and 35 ms and were collected over a
period of 7 days (18 h per 2D experiment).

1D J-mediated 29Si{29Si} DQ NMR measurements of 29Si scalar (J)
couplings involving covalently bonded 29Si−O−29Si pairs of atoms
were performed using the z-filtered in-phase−antiphase (IPAP)
experiment78 on a Bruker AVANCE-300 wide-bore NMR spectrom-
eter at 7.0 T operating at 1H and 29Si frequencies of 300.12 and 59.62
MHz, respectively. The experiments were conducted on an otherwise
identical layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et sample that was enriched in 29Si
to 50%, using a 2.5 mm double resonance MAS probehead and using
MAS conditions of 12 kHz (±10 Hz). Recent measurements of
2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings conducted on similar layered silicate−
surfactant materials with 50% 29Si enrichment demonstrated that the
z-filtered IPAP technique permitted NMR signals from distinct 29Si
sites to be manipulated independently.78 This is achieved through use
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of frequency-selective rf pulses (long low-power pulses that selectively
excite a narrow region of the spectrum) to measure separately the
scalar couplings associated with the specific 29Si(i)−O−29Si(j) spin
pairs. Total experimental durations varied between 2 and 11 h,
depending on the 29Si−O−29Si spin pair selected among the different
sites. Experimental uncertainties related to the accuracies of the 2D
spectral intensities obtained for each τ increment of the 29Si J-coupling
spin−echo modulation were assumed to be equal to twice the standard
deviation of the best fit. This corresponds to fluctuations of the
detected 29Si signals of ±2−5% of the intensity of the first increment,
which may be due to a combination of spinning instabilities (±10 Hz)
or thermal effects. Uncertainties related to the measured 2J(29Si−
O−29Si) couplings, enrichment level α, and transverse dephasing times
were calculated using covariance matrices,79,80 with errors of the
measured intensities taken as twice their respective standard deviations
to each best fit. Uncertainties resulting from the effects of a small
misset of the magic angle (adjusted to an estimated precision of ±0.1°
by minimizing the79Br MAS line width of KBr) were investigated and
found to be negligible. More detailed information on the NMR
measurements and analyses are included in the Supporting
Information (SI).
Structure Construction-and-Evaluation Procedure. Structural

models for the silicate layer were constructed from solid-state dipolar-
mediated 29Si{29Si} DQ NMR data, and the unit cell parameters
provided by PXRD using a recently developed extension of a method
for solving the crystal structures of zeolites66 even without knowledge
of the symmetries of their crystallographic space groups. This
structure-determination algorithm is described and explained in detail
in ref 81. Briefly, the method involves building candidate structures
one atom at a time and evaluating the partial candidate structures at
each step according to their agreement with 29Si−O−29Si connectivity
information, equivalence of local structures for atoms of the same type
of Si site within the unit cell, and quality of fit to the 29Si{29Si} DQ
buildup curves. These structural constraints are integrated into a
parameter RDQ that describes the overall quality of the collective fits to
the 29Si{29Si} DQ curves, as defined and discussed in the SI. The
structure construction-and-evaluation algorithm was implemented in
Mathematica version 6.0.82

First-Principles Calculations. Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations with periodic boundary conditions were performed with
the CASTEP code,83,84 which uses a plane-wave-based DFT approach.
The electron correlation effects were modeled using the PBE
generalized gradient approximation,85 and so-called “on-the-fly”
ultrasoft pseudopotentials were employed for all atoms.86 Geometry
optimizations were carried out in frozen cells with a cutoff energy of
700 eV and a 3 × 4 × 1 Monkhorst−Pack87 (MP) grid to sample the
Brillouin zone. These conditions lead to energies converged within
<0.02 eV on model silicate systems (e.g., quartz). Layered silicate
structures used unit cells with a reduced c-parameter of 17.5 Å in the
absence of surfactant molecules, with dimensions of (8.5, 6.8, 17.5 Å)
and (90, 90, 90°) or (9.10, 7.28, 17.5 Å) and (90, 90, 111°). Symmetry
was imposed during geometric optimization for structures within the
P1 ̅ space group. The calculations of NMR shielding values were
performed using the Gauge Including Projector Augmented Wave
approach (GIPAW),88,89 at the cutoff energy of 600 eV, and using a 3
× 4 × 2 MP grid. Convergence of calculated 29Si NMR parameters was
tested on quartz and found to be achieved within <0.1 ppm for these
conditions. To compensate for possible systematic errors in the
absolute values of the 29Si shieldings calculated by DFT, 29Si chemical
shifts were computed for a series of crystalline silicates with known
structures and known experimental 29Si chemical shifts relative to
TMS, against which unknown structures could be calibrated. Table S1
summarizes the reference silicates examined, their respective
experimentally measured isotropic 29Si chemical shifts and calculated
29Si shieldings for distinct framework sites, along with the calculation
protocol used. By comparing the calculated and experimentally
measured values of the isotropic 29Si chemical shifts for the crystalline
reference silicates (for which high quality structures are assumed), an
uncertainty of ±0.5 ppm is estimated for the calculated 29Si shift
values.

DFT calculations of 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings were carried out
using Gaussian 03 (ref 90) and the (pure DFT) PBE functional85 after
thorough tests performed on siliceous zeolites Sigma-2 and ZSM-12,
some of which have been reported in ref 69. Scalar couplings were
calculated within the GIAO91 approximation, using locally dense basis
sets with Jensen’s pcJ-3 basis sets92 specifically optimized for J-
coupling calculations (obtained from the EMSL basis set exchange
database)93,94 on coupled 29Si atoms, and using a 6-31++G* basis set
augmented with diffuse functions on other atoms. Calculations were
performed on small O-centered SiH-terminated clusters containing
between 6 and 8 Si atoms, 7 or 8 O atoms, and between 12 and 18 H
atoms, depending on whether or not the coupled 29Si nuclei were part
of four-member rings, respectively; terminal H atoms were placed so as
to form Si−H bonds aligned with the Si−O bond being replaced, with
a Si−H distance of 1.48 Å. This cluster definition was found to yield
errors on calculated couplings of < ±1 Hz with respect to
(considerably more involved) calculations performed on larger OH-
terminated clusters, provided appropriate locally dense basis sets were
used.69 Calculations were conducted using the GridChem cyber-
infrastructure for computational chemistry,95−97 at the PSMN, at the
Ecole Normale Supeŕieure de Lyon and at the Centre de Ressources
Informatiques de Haute-Normandie (CRIHAN).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ordering over Discrete Length Scales. Surfactant-

directed layered silicates exhibit 2D molecular order in their
frameworks, with liquid-crystal-like order (and disorder) over
mesoscopic dimensions (∼5−10 nm). As shown in Figure 1,

the PXRD pattern of a layered C16N
+Me2Et-silicate materi-

al33,51 consists of a relatively small number of broadened, yet
distinct, reflections that overlay much broader intensity. The
three small-angle reflections at d-spacings of 34.6, 17.4, and
11.5 Å are attributed to the (001), (002), and (003) reflections
that are characteristic of lamellar mesostructural order, the first
of which reflects the uniform basal spacing (34.6 Å distance

Figure 1. (a) PXRD pattern of a layered silicate-C16N
+Me2Et

surfactant mesophase with a molecularly ordered silicate framework.
(b,c) Calculated (001), (002), (003), and (hk0) reflection positions
are shown for layered silicate structures with in-plane unit cells in the
insets: (blue) a = 9.10 Å, b = 7.28 Å, c = 33.5 Å, γ = 111° and (red) a =
8.5 Å, b = 6.8 Å, c = 34.6 Å, γ = 90°. The lines indicate the positions of
the calculated reflections, regardless of their intensities. Only (hk0)
reflections were calculated, because those with l > 0 are expected to be
broadened due to the lack of coherent scattering between the silicate
layers that lack transverse registry with each other.
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between silicate layers). The reflections at higher angles, such as
at d-spacings of 8.5 and 6.8 Å, have been attributed to (100)
and (010) reflections that arise from periodicity within the
ordered silicate layers.51 They indicate that the material has a
modest degree of long-range molecular order parallel to the
sheets, though without the long-range 3D atomic periodicity
that manifests a fully crystalline material. Reflections of the
form (h0l), (0kl), and (hkl) with h, k, and l ≠ 0 are expected to
be absent from this diffraction pattern, because of translational
and rotational disorder between adjacent layers, as observed in
other molecularly ordered layered systems, where adjacent
layers are separated by similarly long and flexible surfactant
molecules.52

From these observations, and an assumption that the angle γ
between the a and b axes was 90°, it was concluded
previously33,51 that the C16N

+Me2Et-silicate framework con-
sisted of ordered 1 nm thick silicate layers with unit cell
parameters of a = 8.5 and b = 6.8 Å and that these layers were
separated from one another by c = 34.6 Å, with all angles
between the various unit cell directions being 90° (Figure 1, red
inset). The calculated reflection positions based on these lattice
parameters (red vertical lines in Figure 1c) show agreement
with most of the observed reflections, although on closer
inspection there are several that are predicted but which are not
present in the experimental XRD pattern (e.g., those near 2θ
values 34°). In addition, there are several observed reflections
that are not accounted for in the calculated XRD pattern (e.g.,
the weak reflections near 20° and 33° and the strong reflection
at 27°). By considering these higher angle reflections and
allowing the γ angle between the a and b axes to vary, an
improved set of unit-cell lattice parameters is found with a =
9.10 Å, b = 7.28 Å, c = 33.5 Å and γ = 111° (Figure 1, blue
inset). This is evidenced by improved agreement of the
calculated reflections (blue vertical lines in Figure 1b) with the
reflection positions in the PXRD pattern, including the d-
spacings at 8.5 and 6.8 Å. (Changing c to 33.5 Å from 34.5 Å
also yielded improved agreement with the positions of the first
three reflections arising from the interlayer spacing.) The only
discrepancy is in the 2θ region near 22°, which is likely due to
the maximum of the broad “amorphous” background signal
upon which these sharper reflections are superimposed and
which is largely due to diffraction intensity from the disordered
surfactant moieties (as established from separate neutron
diffraction measurements, not shown here). These results are
corroborated by separate PXRD and 29Si MAS NMR analyses
(Figures S1, S2, and S3) of an otherwise identical layered
silicate material in which the surfactant species and/or solvent
molecules were exchanged with ammonium ions, resulting in
narrower and better defined reflections at positions identical to
those of the original C16N

+Me2Et-silicate material.
Beyond establishing the layered mesostructure and an

estimate of the unit cell parameters, however, there is little
else that can be concluded from the PXRD pattern. The poorly
resolved reflections do not allow the symmetry of the structure
(i.e., space group) to be obtained, and it is not possible a fortiori
to derive a structural model based on the PXRD data alone.
XRD-based structure solutions and refinements are based not
only on reflection positions but also on their intensities, which
are dramatically modified by the large extent of stacking
disorder and the relatively short-range molecular order within
the silicate sheets.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

corroborates the high degrees of mesoscopic and molecular

order of the layered silicate-C16N
+Me2Et material. Figure 2

shows a TEM image and corresponding electron diffraction
(ED) pattern of a layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et particle,
providing imaging evidence of molecularly ordered framework
atoms. Three different planar distances are clearly observed in
the TEM image and the ED pattern, manifested by the three
characteristic lengths and spotty arcs labeled “1”, “2”, and “3” in
Figure 2. The interplanar distances calculated from the ED
pattern and the TEM image at locations “1”, “2”, and “3” are 26,
13, and 9 Å, respectively. The scattering intensities at 26 and 13
Å are consistent with the (001) and (002) reflections associated
with the lamellar mesoscale organization of the material.98 The
scattering intensity at 9 Å (“3”) cannot be assigned to the (00l)
reflection, because in the 2D ED pattern it appears in a different
diffraction plane than that common to reflections “1” and “2”.
In addition, the reflection at 9 Å is substantially sharper and
agrees well with the narrow PXRD reflection at a d-spacing of
8.5 Å (Figure 1) that is attributed to intrasheet framework
order. However, little if any additional information can be
extracted from the TEM data with regard to more specific
ordering of the atoms within the layered silicate framework.
The TEM, ED, and XRD results thus corroborate ordering over
mesoscopic and molecular length scales in the layered silicate-
C16N

+Me2Et material. However, they are insufficient for
determining more precise structural details, because of the
limited extent of long-range molecular order even parallel to the
sheets, due at least in part to the curvature of the layers revealed
by the TEM image in Figure 2.

Figure 2. High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of a
representative region of a surfactant-directed layered silicate-
C16N

+Me2Et particle. The corresponding, and correctly oriented, ED
pattern is shown in the upper right-hand corner. The numbered
reflections “1”, “2”, and “3” in the ED pattern correlate with the
distances between (001), (002), and (100) planes observed in the
TEM image, which are more clearly seen in the enlarged inset regions.
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Molecular Ordering in Layered Silicate Sheets. Never-
theless, the high degree of short-range molecular order in the
frameworks of surfactant-directed layered silicate materials is
directly reflected in their solid-state 29Si NMR spectra.
Specifically, the 1D 29Si{1H} CP-MAS NMR spectrum in
Figure 3a (black) of the layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et material
consists of five narrow (0.5−1 ppm, full-width-half-maximum,
fwhm) resonances at −97.0, −101.0, −103.7, −109.1, and
−114.7 ppm with similar intensities, indicating that the silicate
layers are highly ordered at the molecular level and that they
contain five distinct Si framework sites in the structure (labeled
1−5, respectively). Quantitative single-pulse 29Si MAS NMR
measurements have established that the Si framework sites are
equally populated,33 with 29Si chemical shift tensor analyses
showing that peaks 1 and 2 are associated with incompletely
cross-linked Q3 29Si moieties (i.e., (SiO)3Si−O− or (SiO)3Si−
OH), while peaks 3, 4, and 5 are fully cross-linked Q4 29Si sites
(i.e., Si(OSi)4).

51 Two-dimensional dipolar-mediated 29Si{29Si}
correlation NMR techniques can be used to probe
interconnectivities among the different Si framework sites, by
using advanced radio frequency (rf) pulse sequences to
reintroduce internuclear 29Si−29Si dipole−dipole couplings.
For example, a 2D DQ correlation 29Si{29Si} NMR spectrum
(Figure 3b) acquired for the layered C16N

+Me2Et-silicate
material exploits through-space 29Si−29Si dipole−dipole cou-
plings to identify distinct 29Si−O−29Si framework moieties.

The term “double quantum” refers to the filter used to
selectively detect pairs (i,j) of signals from distinct 29Si nuclei
that are in sufficiently close spatial proximities (typically up to
3−8 Å depending on experimental conditions) to exchange
magnetization via 29Si−29Si couplings. Such a DQ filter leads to
correlated signal intensities in the 2D spectrum from distinct
dipole−dipole-coupled 29Si−29Si spin pairs that appear at the
distinct frequencies (isotropic 29Si chemical shifts) of the
respective sites in the horizontal (“direct”) dimension and at
the sum of both frequencies in the vertical (“indirect”) double-
quantum dimension, i.e., at positions (ωi + ωj, ωi) and (ωi + ωj,
ωj). The 2D 29Si{29Si} DQ correlation NMR spectrum in
Figure 3b was acquired using a short (5 ms) DQ recoupling
time (corresponding to a delay during which the dipolar
couplings are reintroduced), such that only 29Si−O−29Si spin
pairs in close spatial proximities (< ∼4 Å) yield correlated
signal intensities. Consequently, the spectrum reveals pairs of
correlated signals among the five 29Si sites that allow their
respective interconnectivities (via bridging oxygen atoms) to be
established within the silicate framework. These results are
consistent with previous conclusions drawn from complemen-
tary 29Si{29Si} DQ correlation measurements mediated by
through-bond scalar (J) couplings, which thus establish
unambiguously the 29Si−O−29Si connectivities in the layered
silicate material, which was not possible to obtain from the
scattering data.33,51

Figure 3. Solid-state 29Si NMR results for the layered silicate-C16N
+Me2Et surfactant mesophase with a molecularly ordered silicate framework,

whose XRD pattern is shown in Figure 1: (a) 1D 29Si{1H} CP-MAS NMR and simulated spectra, from top to bottom: experimental spectrum
(black), overall calculated spectrum (red), individual peaks (green dashed) calculated with equal peak areas, and difference spectrum (blue). (b) 2D
29Si{29Si} dipolar-mediated DQ correlation spectrum acquired with a recoupling time of 5 ms. (c) 29Si{29Si} DQ-intensity buildup curves constructed
from experimental data (black squares) obtained by integrating the correlated signals in a series of 2D 29Si{29Si} DQ spectra acquired for different
dipolar recoupling times and scaled with respect to the signal intensities in the 1D 29Si MAS spectrum in (a). The experimental data in (c) are
compared to calculated 29Si DQ buildup curves based on structure 1 reported in ref 33 (dotted gray lines) and structure 2 (solid red lines) found by
the structure construction-and-evaluation algorithm and subsequently refined by periodic DFT lattice energy minimization. The other energy-
minimized structures 3 and 4 with comparable total energies yielded similar calculated DQ buildup curves that were indistinguishable from 2.
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Importantly, dipolar couplings depend strongly (1/r3) on the
distances (r) separating 29Si−29Si spin pairs, which provide
sensitive additional constraints on the silicate framework
structure. These can be obtained by acquiring a series of 2D
29Si{29Si} DQ spectra at different dipolar recoupling times. The
vast majority of dipolar-recoupled 29Si−29Si nuclei can be
considered as isolated spin pairs due to the modest natural
abundance of 29Si (4.7%), yielding correlated 2D signals whose
intensities depend on their internuclear separation distances r
in a relatively straightforward manner. Closer and more
strongly coupled 29Si−O−29Si species exhibit more intense
correlated signals, which buildup more rapidly with recoupling
time compared to more distant and therefore more weakly
coupled pairs of framework 29Si sites. The dependences of the
intensities of the correlated 29Si DQ signals on the dipolar
recoupling time (referred to as “DQ buildup curves”) can be
measured, quantitatively analyzed, and exploited to evaluate
framework models based on associated sets of 29Si−29Si
distances and simulated 29Si build-up curves.4,66 For example,
Figure 3c shows 29Si DQ buildup curves measured (black
squares) that represent summed contributions for each of the
distinct dipole−dipole-coupled 29Si(i)−29Si(j) spin pairs within
the silicate framework. The rapid buildup of 29Si{29Si} DQ
signal intensities observed at short (<10 ms) recoupling times
for 29Si−O−29Si site pairs 2-1, 3-1, 4-2, 4-3, 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, and 5-
4 manifest strong dipolar couplings that are associated with the
close (<4 Å) proximities of these 29Si sites, which are covalently
linked through bridging oxygen atoms. By comparison, the
slower buildup of 29Si{29Si} DQ intensities observed for 29Si−
O−29Si site pairs 1-1, 2-2, 3-2, 3-3, 4-1, 4-4, and 5-5 manifest
their weaker couplings and greater separation distances within
the silicate framework. Such 29Si{29Si} DQ buildup curves
present new and independent structural constraints that can be
used to test the validity of candidate layered silicate framework
structures, or fragments of such structures, as the frameworks
are constructed.
Specifically, theoretical buildup curves can be generated for

each of the distinct 29Si(i)−29Si(j) site pairs in different
candidate structures and evaluated against the experimental
29Si{29Si} DQ measurements. For a given set of Si atomic
coordinates and neglecting the small probability of multispin
clusters,4,66 the 29Si DQ buildup curves associated with each
pair of 29Si sites i and j are calculated as sums of known
individual analytical functions for 29Si(i)−29Si(j) distances
shorter than a specified cutoff value (usually 8 Å).99

Importantly, it is not possible to do the opposite and directly
extract 29Si−29Si distances from the DQ build-up curves.
Rather, as for structure−solution protocols based on powder
diffraction data, it is necessary instead to search the
conformational space to find structures (or structure frag-
ments) that yield simulated DQ curves that are evaluated with
respect to their overall agreement with the experimental data
(as represented by the parameter RDQ). Fitting the 29Si DQ
buildup curves calculated for a given structure to the
experimentally measured plots requires only two parameters:
a scaling factor and a parameter that describes the decay of 29Si
DQ intensities, which are assumed identical for all of the
dipole−dipole-coupled 29Si(i)−O−29Si(j) spin pairs (an
assumption that has proven valid for zeolites).4,66 For example,
using the framework structure previously proposed33 for the
layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et, referred to as candidate structure
1, a series of 29Si DQ buildup curves were calculated for each
distinct pair of 29Si−O−29Si sites, based on their respective

distances in the proposed structure, yielding the dashed lines in
Figure 3c. They are in reasonable qualitative agreement with
the experimental data, although there are several noticeable
deviations. In particular, several of the calculated curves predict
more gradual intensity buildup than measured experimentally
(e.g., for 29Si−29Si pairs 2-1 and 4-4), while others predict more
rapid buildup (e.g., 29Si−29Si pairs 1-1, 3-1, and 4-1). Most of
these site pairs correspond to non-nearest-neighbor framework
atoms, which indicates that while structure 1 fulfills the
established connectivities and other constraints provided by
previously available experimental and modeling results,33 it
does not entirely capture the longer-range arrangements of Si
atoms in the unit cell. The 29Si{29Si} DQ NMR analyses
provide important new longer-range 29Si−29Si distance
constraints that allow more accurate structural representations
of this challenging noncrystalline material to be established
than previously possible.

Structure Determination of Locally Ordered but
Noncrystalline Frameworks. New candidate framework
structures can be constructed that are compatible with all of
the 29Si(i)−O−29Si(j) site interconnectivities and distance
constraints established by 29Si{29Si} DQ NMR. A comprehen-
sive search for plausible silicate framework structures was
conducted using a protocol similar to one developed for solving
zeolite crystal structures,66 but which had to be modified to
accommodate the much lower extent of overall molecular order
in the material and absence of a priori knowledge of the
“crystallographic” space group of the framework. This
significantly extends and broadens the utility of this approach
to permit, for the first time, the determination by NMR of
framework structures for which a space group is not known.81

We summarize the protocol by which framework structures
can be established even for partially ordered materials that lack
long-range crystallographic order. The structure construction-
and-evaluation algorithm requires five principal pieces of
information as inputs: (i) the unit cell parameters (e.g., a =
9.10 Å, b = 7.28 Å, c = 33.5 Å, α = β = 90°, and γ = 111°, as
extracted from the PXRD data, Figure 1); (ii) the number and
occupancies of distinct Si sites (e.g., the five equally populated
sites as measured by quantitative 1D single-pulse 29Si MAS
NMR51); (iii) the number of equivalent Si sites per unit cell
(two, as described in SI); (iv) the Si−O−Si interconnectivity
relationships between distinct Si sites (e.g., 1-2, 1-3, 1-5, 2-4, 2-
5, 3-5, 4-5, and the doubly connected 3-4 pair, as established by
29Si−29Si correlation experiments,33 Figure 3b); and (v)
distance-dependent 29Si−29Si dipolar interactions between
both directly bonded and longer-range pairs of Si sites, as
provided by 29Si{29Si} DQ buildup curves (Figure 3c).
Collectively, these inputs provide constraints that are crucial

to the construction and evaluation of candidate structural
models. In addition, the algorithm incorporates information
derived from siliceous zeolite structures that have been solved
by crystallography analyses. This includes in particular the
distances between Si sites that are covalently bonded via
bridging oxygen atoms, which are initially set to 3.1 Å, the
average value established separately by single-crystal diffraction
analyses of various zeolites.66 With these inputs, candidate
structural models for the framework can be constructed that
satisfy all of the experimental constraints. Normally, a further
criterion is imposed that there should be no “three-membered
rings” of Si sites in the bulk framework structure, as these are
energetically unfavorable and rare in silicate network
materials.100 Because known structures of layered silicates are
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not nearly as numerous as they are for zeolites, the structure
construction-and-evaluation algorithm and corresponding
calculations were performed with and without allowances for
three-membered rings. In the end, only structures with four-
membered rings were found to be fully consistent with all
available experimental data.
The framework construction-and-evaluation algorithm em-

ploys a sequential combinatorial approach in which candidate
structures are built up one atom at a time. At each step, only
the partial structures are selected that satisfy all of the criteria of
relative 29Si site populations, interconnectivities, separation
distances, and equivalences of local structure for Si atoms of the
same site type within the unit cell. Only the group of candidate
structure fragments having the highest-quality fits to the 29Si
DQ intensity buildup curves are passed onto the next atom-
insertion step. (At each step, only those fragments with RDQ <
1.2 × min(RDQ) are advanced, where min(RDQ) is the structure
with the best quality fit to the DQ buildup curves at any
particular step.) The details of how candidate structures are
built up are described in ref 81. Once all atoms have been
added, each candidate structure is subjected to a minimization
of its atomic coordinates against a cost function that includes
the overall quality of fit to the 29Si DQ buildup curves, the
deviation from an expected distance (3.1 Å) separating Si atoms
known to be connected, and equivalence of local structure for
atoms of the same site type, which can be quantified using the
approach in ref 81. The candidate frameworks within the set of
minimized structures are then sorted according to their
qualities of fit to the DQ buildup curves.
Using this new structure construction-and-evaluation algo-

rithm, four candidate structures without three-membered rings
were identified for the layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et framework,
all of which are consistent with the XRD and 29Si DQ NMR
data. The four new candidate frameworks are referred to as
structures 2−5 and are shown in Figure S4, along with structure
1 (from ref 33). Three additional structures containing three-
membered rings (structures 6−8 in Figure S4) were also found,
but in each case their respective DFT-calculated energies were
significantly higher than the other candidate structures and
their DFT-calculated 29Si chemical shifts were markedly
different from the experimentally measured shifts. Based on
these structure-validation criteria (discussed in detail below),
the three-membered-ring-containing structures were rejected as
candidate structures (see SI). As an example, theoretical 29Si
DQ buildup curves calculated for the different pairs of 29Si-
(i)−29Si(j) sites in structure 2 (after energy optimization, see
below) are shown as solid red lines in Figure 3c for comparison
with the experimental data; all of the buildup curves in the
different panels manifest improved agreement with the data,
compared to structure 1. The qualities of fits to the 29Si DQ
buildup curves obtained for the five candidate structures are
represented by their respective RDQ values, which are listed in
Table 1. Structures 2−5 all exhibit better agreement with the
new 29Si DQ buildup curve constraints than does structure 1.
As described in ref 81, this structure construction-and-

evaluation algorithm tests in a general manner for the existence
of symmetry relationships between atoms of the same site-type
in the unit cell (e.g., Si1, Si2, etc.) by examining whether their
local environments are identical. Consequently, the space group
for a given structure is identified by examining the structure
af ter it has been generated by the algorithm, rather than
requiring knowledge of the space group a priori. Each of these
NMR-determined structures was found to have the Si atoms of

the same site-type related by inversion symmetry. Although this
material lacks the coherence between layers to be considered
truly crystalline, the symmetry within the silicate layer can be
best described by the P1 ̅ space group in which the only
symmetry element is an inversion center. As discussed in more
detail below, all of these structures furthermore share a number
of other similarities, such as the presence of Si3−Si4−Si3−Si4
four-member rings, and in some but not all cases, the numbers
and types of ring structures of which the frameworks are
composed (e.g., four-, five-, and six-member rings) and/or their
sequences of Si sites within such rings.

Lattice Energy Minimization of Candidate Frame-
works. The NMR-based approach used here for determining
silicate framework structures begins by providing the
approximate relative positions of distinct 29Si atoms within a
unit cell. Additional steps are required to establish and refine
realistic positions of all Si, O, and H atoms within the unit cells
of candidate structures. Various methods are available to
perform such structure refinements, depending on the nature of
the material. For example, for materials that exist as single
crystals of suitable dimensions (usually >50 μm), refinement of
the structure against single-crystal XRD data, if available,
provides highly accurate structures. For materials that exhibit
long-range 3D atomic order but lack suitably large single
crystals, appropriate structure construction algorithms com-
bined with Rietveld refinement101 against PXRD data can be
used to determine their structures, which are generally less
accurate than for single-crystal analyses. However, in the
absence of long-range 3D atomic order, as is the case here and
as generally associated with stacking disorder in layered
materials, diffraction methods are severely limited, and Rietveld
refinement of candidate structures is generally not possible. For
silicates, alternative approaches have used least-squares
minimizations of interatomic distances based on those known
for siliceous zeolite framework structures102 and/or using
additional NMR constraints. The latter exploits the highly
localized nature of NMR interactions, such as 29Si chemical
shift anisotropies,67,68 dipolar couplings,4,66 or scalar cou-
plings69 each of which are sensitive in complementary ways to
local bonding geometries.

Table 1. Lattice Energies and Agreement Factors between
Calculated and Experimental 29Si NMR Resultsa

candidate
structure E (eV)

RDQ
b

(pre-DFT)
RDQ

c

(optimized) χCS
2 d χJ

2 e χJ
2 e,f

1 −11432.6 0.255 0.255 15.0 292 174
2 −11436.0 0.159 0.171 4.0 545 119
3 −11435.9 0.165 0.174 6.6 419 34
4 −11435.8 0.167 0.184 5.0 577 55
5 −11430.8 0.176 0.205 13.7 398 150

aBased on 29Si isotropic chemical shifts (Figure 3a), 29Si DQ intensity
buildup curves (Figure 3c), and 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings (see
below). bBefore plane-wave-based DFT energy minimization. cAfter
plane-wave-based DFT energy minimization (with fixed unit cell
parameters). dχCS

2 = ∑i[δcalc(i) − δexp(i)/σCS,exp(i)]
2, where δexp(i) is

the position of the 29Si MAS NMR signal measured at 298 K for site i
and σCS,exp(i) the associated fwhm. δcalc is calculated by a plane-wave-
based DFT approach using the referencing method described in SI. eχJ

2

= ∑i[(Jcalc(i) − Jexp(i))/σJ,exp(i)]
2, where Jcalc was obtained from DFT

calculations using cluster approaches and σJ,exp(i) is the uncertainty
associated with each measured coupling constant calculated as
described in the Materials and Methods Section. fConsidering Q4−
Q4 29Si−O−29Si site pairs 3-4(a), 3-4(b), 3-5, and 4-5 only.
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Here, using all available XRD and 29Si NMR constraints, the
four candidate layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et frameworks identi-
fied by the structure construction-and-evaluation algorithm
were refined by using DFT with periodic boundary conditions.
The lattice energies provided by these DFT optimizations of
the framework geometries also provide an additional criterion
for assessing the various candidate structures. Full sets of
starting coordinates were generated from the NMR/XRD/
algorithm-determined candidate structures by adding oxygen
atoms midway between the Si atoms (known to be connected
via Si−O−Si covalent bonds). In addition, −OH groups were
added to Q3 Si sites 1 and 2 to form approximate SiO4
tetrahedra, with each H atom placed 1.0 Å from its
corresponding silanol oxygen atom and with a 180° Si−O−H
bond angle. To allow meaningful comparisons, framework
structure 1, which had already been relaxed in ref 33, was also
reoptimized under identical conditions as used here for the
other candidate structures.
The layered silicate structures obtained following lattice

energy minimization of each of the candidate frameworks are
shown in Figure 4, with their respective lattice energies
presented in Table 1. The agreement of each optimized
structure with the experimental 29Si DQ buildup curves was
redetermined by recalculating the corresponding buildup
curves, based on the revised Si atom positions in each
optimized framework; the RDQ values that reflect the respective
fit qualities for each of the lattice-energy-minimized structures
are listed in Table 1. Notably, the RDQ values for optimized
structures 2−4 are lower (reflecting better fits) and fall within a
relatively narrow range (0.171−0.184), compared to those for
structures 1 and 5, which are significantly higher (0.205 and
0.255, respectively). Furthermore, the lattice energies asso-
ciated with optimized structures 2−4 are virtually indistinguish-
able (within 0.2 eV from each other) and significantly lower
than those obtained for optimized structures 1 and 5 (by ∼3
and 5 eV, respectively). In summary, framework structures 2−4
provide better agreement with the DQ buildup curves (smaller
RDQ coefficients) before and after refinement and exhibit lower
lattice energies than for structures 1 and 5. These results
establish that, among the large ensemble of possible framework
structures that are explored and assessed by the structure
construction-and-evaluation algorithm, only a small subset of
three closely related structures (2−4) are identified as being
most consistent with the experimental and modeling criteria.

29Si Chemical Shift Analyses of Candidate Structures.
Isotropic 29Si chemical shift interactions are sensitive to the
local electron density about a given 29Si framework site, which
depends strongly on local bond angles and distances.
Calculations of 29Si chemical shifts from first principles and
their comparisons to experimental values therefore provide
means to assess the various candidate framework structures.
Calculations of isotropic 29Si chemical shifts were carried out
using the GIPAW approach88,89 implemented in CASTEP84 for
each distinct 29Si site in the optimized candidate structures 1−5
for the layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et framework. The results are
tabulated in Table S2 and are summarized in Figure 5 as plots
that correlate the calculated and experimentally measured
isotropic 29Si chemical shifts. Table 1 lists the overall agreement
between the experimental and calculated isotropic 29Si shifts, as
quantified by a goodness-of-fit parameter, χCS

2 , for each
candidate structure. Calculated 29Si isotropic chemical shifts
for optimized structures 2−4 are in good general agreement
with the experimental 29Si isotropic shifts (χCS

2 values between 4

and 7), whereas those calculated for structures 1 and 5 deviate
significantly from the experimental values (χCS

2 values >13).
Similarly, the structures containing three-membered rings all
led, after geometry optimization (see relaxed structures in
Figure S5) to calculated 29Si chemical shift values that are in
poor agreement with the experimental data (χCS

2 values >16, see
Table S2), consistent with the low probability of finding such
structural elements in silicate materials.

Figure 4. Candidate framework structures of surfactant-directed
layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et material with Si sites Si1−Si5 shown as
yellow, orange, red, green, and blue, respectively, and O and H atoms
indicated as dark and pale gray. Structure 1 was obtained after DFT
optimization (using CASTEP) of the structure proposed in ref 33.
Structures 2−5 are consistent with PXRD and 29Si{29Si} DQ NMR
data and obtained after DFT optimization.
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Previous studies51,103 have shown that the 29Si isotropic
chemical shifts associated with framework Si sites in the 1 nm-
thick silicate layers are strongly influenced by interactions with
the alkyl-ammonium head groups of the C16N

+Me2Et surfactant
species and adsorbed solvent molecules at their organic−
inorganic surfaces. Omitting the surfactant and solvent
molecules in the DFT calculations is expected to have two
effects. First, the framework geometry of minimum energy
might be different in the presence or absence of the surfactant
or solvent species. As discussed above, the negative charges
associated with nonbridging oxygen atoms of the Q3 Si moieties
are compensated in the latter case by the addition of H atoms,
which tend to form interactions with surrounding oxygen atoms
in the course of the optimization and cause local distortions of
the frameworks as a result. Second, interactions between silicate
framework sites and the surfactant or solvent species across
their large common surface area are expected to induce
perturbations of the electronic density at 29Si sites within the
silicate framework that could affect their 29Si isotropic chemical
shifts.103 These effects are probably of the order of the small
differences observed among the 29Si chemical shifts calculated
from structures 2−4, making it difficult to differentiate among
these structures on the basis of their respective isotropic 29Si
chemical shifts. Nevertheless, as for the total lattice energies

and the agreement with the DQ buildup curves, structures 2−4
again yield closely comparable results that agree significantly
better with the experimental data than do structures 1 and 5.
Thus, while structures 1 and 5 would have been difficult to
eliminate unambiguously on the sole basis of their agreement
with the experimental 29Si DQ NMR data, the additional
calculated lattice energies and 29Si chemical-shift constraints
provided by the DFT calculations all concur to indicate that
structures 2−4 are more valid structural models.

Measurements and Calculations of 2J(29Si−O−29Si)
Couplings. Through-bond scalar (J) couplings between pairs
of 29Si nuclei in 29Si−O−29Si framework moieties offer new
opportunities to generate additional independent constraints to
further establish the validity of and potentially distinguish
between the candidate structural models. Scalar couplings are
sensitive to the local bonding environments of covalently linked
atoms and have recently been emerging as quantitative new
means to probe the molecular structures of solids.69,70,80,104−106

In silicates, 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings directly manifest the
existence of covalent bonds (via oxygen atoms) between 29Si
sites in the framework and are expected to reflect mainly their
local bond distances and angles, in particular the 29Si−O−29Si
bond angle.69,70 The sensitivity of 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings to
their local bonding environments has been demonstrated in
recent studies of siliceous zeolite materials,69 which showed
that such couplings could be predicted by DFT calculations of
small atomic clusters extracted from the framework structure.
Scalar 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings are thus expected to provide
additional structural constraints to complement those discussed
above.
Consequently, we hypothesized that differences in the

respective scalar 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings predicted by DFT
calculations for the various candidate structures 1−5 could be
used to differentiate among them, based on comparisons with
experimentally measured values. Measurements of such scalar
couplings were conducted on a partially (50%) 29Si-enriched107

layered silicate-C16N
+Me2Et material that was otherwise

identical to that used in Figures 1−5. Figure 6a,b shows a 1D
29Si{1H} CP-MAS NMR spectrum of this material, along with a
typical spin−echo modulation plot (blue uncertainty bars) for a
pair of J-coupled spins, in this case for 29Si framework sites Si1
and Si5, as separately measured by using the z-filtered IPAP rf-
pulse sequence shown in Figure S6. The frequency of the
oscillations of the 29Si NMR signal intensity, as a function of
the half-spin−echo duration τ, is directly proportional to the
magnitude of the scalar coupling for this specific site pair. The
modulated 29Si signal intensity was obtained by using
frequency-selective rf pulses to manipulate independently the
NMR signals associated with 29Si sites Si1 (at −96.6 ppm) and
Si5 (at −114.1 pm) and is thus due specifically to the 2J(29Si−
O−29Si) coupling between sites Si1 and Si5. The coupling value
can be extracted by fitting the spin−echo intensities to a
function107 (e.g., red curve, Figure 6b) that accounts for the
presence of a nonmodulated signal component due to partial
enrichment (see equation S2). Simulations described in Figure
S8 establish that these measurements are particularly robust
with respect to possible deviations from the magic angle, which
can reintroduce residual homonuclear dipolar couplings,108,109

but which are shown to have a negligible effect on the analyses
here. As shown in Table 2, 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings were
thus obtained for all covalently bonded 29Si−O−29Si pairs of
sites in the 50% 29Si-enriched framework of the C16N

+Me2Et-
silicate material, including for the doubly coupled pair Si3−Si4

Figure 5. (a) Partial view (from the top) of candidate structure 3 used
to conduct DFT calculations of the isotropic 29Si chemical shifts
associated with Si sites in its framework, with Si, O, and H atoms
shown in yellow, red, and gray, respectively. The calculated chemical
shift of a given 29Si site is influenced, among other local structural
features, by the Si−O−Si bond angles to all of its connected neighbors,
as illustrated here for site Si3. (b−f) Comparisons of calculated and
experimental isotropic 29Si chemical shifts for the DFT-refined
candidate structures 1−5 of the layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et frame-
work. Correlation plots of the isotropic 29Si chemical shifts of the
different 29Si sites calculated from first principles are shown versus the
values measured experimentally at 298 K (the uncertainties of which
are approximately the size of the symbols or smaller). In each plot, the
dashed diagonal line indicates perfect agreement between experimental
and calculated chemical shifts.
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(Figure S7). The estimated accuracy of the measured couplings
(<± 0.5 Hz for all spin pairs) is significantly greater than
previously achieved for similar materials.78 Such high measure-
ment accuracies, even for weakly J-coupled 29Si−O−29Si spin
pairs (<10 Hz), took advantage of the relatively high mobilities
of the adsorbed surfactant species in these materials at room
temperature, which allowed relatively low MAS spinning speeds
and moderate rf decoupling powers to be used. Such conditions
are expected to be useful generally in similar investigations of
other hybrid molecular systems.
The 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings thus measured provide new

experimental constraints for discriminating between the
candidate layered-silicate structures, in combination with the
diffraction, solid-state 29Si NMR, and modeling analyses. DFT
calculations of 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings were subsequently
conducted using cluster approaches, whose accuracy was
recently demonstrated for crystalline siliceous zeolites69 and
crystalline and glassy calcium silicates.70 Specifically, small O-

centered SiH-terminated clusters, an example of which is shown
in Figure 7a, were extracted for each individual pair of
interconnected 29Si−O−29Si sites in each of the candidate
layered silicate structures 1−5 described above (see Exper-
imental section). Systematic calculations of 2J(29Si−O−29Si)
couplings were conducted, the results of which are reported in
Table S4. It is noteworthy that all of the calculated J couplings
are positive, which suggests that the true J couplings in the
material are also likely positive; the experimental measurements
yield only absolute values. The calculated couplings are largely
dominated by the Fermi contact term,110 with other
contributions accounting for <1 Hz in all of the cases
examined. Table 1 (penultimate column) summarizes the
overall agreements between the respective experimental and
calculated 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings, as represented by a
goodness-of-fit parameter χJ

2 for each site pair in candidate
structures 1−5.
In particular, important observations can be made by

focusing on the results of DFT calculations for the 2J(29Si−
O−29Si) couplings involving the Q4 29Si sites in the
C16N

+Me2Et-silicate framework, for which confidence is
expected to be high.111 Figure 7b−f shows comparisons
between the calculated and experimentally measured 2J(29Si−
O−29Si) couplings for the Q4−Q4 29Si−O−29Si pairs 3-4(a), 3-
4(b), 3-5, and 4-5 in the five candidate structures. The χJ

2 values

Figure 6. (a) 1D 29Si{1H} CP-MAS NMR spectrum of a layered
silicate-C16N

+Me2Et material prepared with 50% isotopic enrichment
in 29Si. (b) Representative modulation of the 29Si signal associated
with site 5 (highlighted in red in (a)) due to its 2J(29Si−O−29Si)
coupling to site 1 (highlighted in blue in (a)), measured by using the
z-filtered IPAP experiment (see Figure S6) with frequency-selective rf
pulses. The error bars reflect the estimated uncertainties associated
with measurements of the signal intensities of 29Si site 5 for the
different half-spin−echo delays τ. By fitting the data points (blue) to a
function (red curve) that accounts for the effects of J-coupling
interactions and coherence dephasing, the corresponding 2J(29Si−
O−29Si) coupling between sites 1 and 5 is determined to be 10.9 ± 0.2
Hz (see equations S2 and S3).

Table 2. 2J(29Si−O−29Si) Couplings Measured for the
Layered C16N

+Me2Et-Silicate with 50% 29Si Enrichmenta

29Si(i)−O−29Si(j) site pair J (Hz)

1-2 8.6 ± 0.2
1-3 5.3 ± 0.3
1-5 10.9 ± 0.2
2-4 10.8 ± 0.1
2-5 12.3 ± 0.2

3-4(a)b 9.2 ± 0.5
3-4(b)b 11.7 ± 0.5
3-5 11.1 ± 0.2
4-5 15.2 ± 0.2

aSee Figures S6 and S7. bSee SI for doubly coupled 29Si−O−29Si spin
pair 3-4. The J3‑4(a) and J3‑4(b) labels were chosen such that J3‑4(a) ≤
J3‑4(b).

Figure 7. (a) A representative cluster used for the DFT calculations of
J couplings (here, for the 29Si−O−29Si site pair 4-5 in structure 4) with
Si, O, and H atoms shown in yellow, red, and white, respectively. The
2J(29Si−O−29Si) coupling associated with a given pair of covalently
connected 29Si sites is primarily influenced by the associated Si−O−Si
bond angle. (b−f) Comparisons of calculated and experimental
2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings for the various DFT-refined candidate
structures of the layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et framework. Only
couplings between Q4−Q4 29Si−O−29Si pairs are shown here, for
which the analyses are expected to be most reliable. Uncertainties of
the experimental values are smaller than the symbols. In each plot, the
dashed diagonal line indicates perfect agreement between the
experimental and calculated J couplings.
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that result from considering these Q4−Q4 29Si−O−29Si pairs are
listed in the last column of Table 1. Interestingly, the three
candidate structures 2−4 that were consistently validated above
are also the ones that yield better agreement between the
calculated and experimental 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings: good-
ness-of-fit values χJ

2 of 119, 34, and 55 were obtained for
structures 2−4, respectively, compared to 150 and 174 for
structures 1 and 5). This adds to the confidence that structures
2−4 are the more accurate representations of the framework
structure(s) in the layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et material
examined here.
It is noteworthy that, while structures 2−4 are very difficult

to distinguish based on all other constraints used previously,
there appears to be noticeable differences among their 2J(29Si−
O−29Si) couplings. Such differences may be attributed, in
particular, to differences in the 29Si−O−29Si bond angles that
are present in the different structures. This is because, unlike
isotropic 29Si chemical shifts or 29Si−29Si dipolar couplings,
each 2J(29Si−O−29Si) coupling is mostly affected by the
corresponding (single) 29Si−O−29Si bond angle between the
covalently bonded sites and to lesser (though non-negligible)
extents by other parameters, such as dihedral angles.69 By
comparison, isotropic 29Si chemical shifts are affected to similar
degrees by three or four different Si−O−Si bond angles that
connect each framework 29Si atom to its nearest neighbors.
Similarly, 29Si−29Si dipolar couplings are not measured
individually but derived from sums of individual pairwise
contributions over various 29Si−29Si distances (within 8 Å).
Such complicated and overlapping influences may obscure, or
render ambiguous, subtle distinctions among the different
structures, whereas the role of a given 29Si−O−29Si bond angle
on individual 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings is much better defined
and accordingly clearer to establish.
Comparisons of Candidate Framework Structures.

Close examination of the candidate silicate-C16N
+Me2Et

structures allows several important observations to be made
about the relationships and similarities among them. One way
to compare the structures is to analyze the topologies of the
silicate layers, as is often done for the characterization of new
zeolite structures. The program TOTOPOL112 provides
topological information, such as coordination sequences, circuit
symbols, and vertex symbols (see definitions in SI, section
6).113 Comparisons can also be made visually by rotating and
translating the various candidate structures, so their Si atoms
are overlain. For example, Figure 8a shows the comparison of
structure 3 (a good candidate, based on the 29Si NMR, XRD
and DFT analyses) and structure 5 (which is not, based on
similar criteria). While both structures share similar alternating
four- and six-ring motifs involving silicon atom sites Si3−Si5,
there are noticeable differences in their positions and their
respective connectivities to sites Si1 and Si2. This and a number
of other differences between structure 5 and structures 2, 3, or
4 are confirmed by topological analyses (see Table S5), which
demonstrate that the latter are topologically distinct from
structure 5 (and also structure 1).
By comparison, topological analyses of structures 3 and 4

reveal that their corresponding Si sites have identical
topological characteristics in both structures (Table S5). Figure
8b shows that when structures 3 and 4 are overlain, the
frameworks are essentially identical, with only small differences
in the Si atom positions and different orientations for the
silanol groups associated with the incompletely condensed Q3

sites Si1 and Si2.114 Such close structural similarities are notably

manifested by the close agreements between their calculated
and experimental 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings (χJ

2 values of 34
and 55 for structures 3 and 4, respectively), which are far better
than for the others, including structure 2 (χJ

2 = 119). Similarly,
analysis of structure 2 indicates that it shares many topological
features with structures 3 and 4, though differs by the fact that
pairs of sites Si1↔Si2 and Si3↔Si4 are interchanged from the
latter two. This is illustrated in Figure 8c, which shows the
highly similar overlap between the Si atoms of structures 2 and
3 in most parts of their frameworks. These structures
nevertheless differ in the regions corresponding to the Si1−
O−Si2 connectivities, whose associated bridging O atoms are
indicated by blue arrows for structure 2 and red arrows for
structure 3, showing that these connectivities are located on
opposite sides of the central Si3−Si4−Si3−Si4 four-member
ring in the two frameworks. Similarly, structures 2 and 4 are
overlain in Figure 8d such that the positions of sites Si1 and S3
in structure 2 match with the positions of sites Si2 and Si4 in
structure 4 (and vice versa). Interchanging these pairs of Q3

and four-member-ring Q4 Si sites still satisfies all of the 29Si
chemical shift, site-interconnectivity, and distance constraints
provided by 2D 29Si{29Si} DQ NMR (Figure 3).115 Structures 2
and 4 are thus also highly similar (including connectivities
between Q3 sites Si1 and Si2), though with several differences
in their local bonding geometries, notably the positions of some
of their bridging oxygen atoms. Because the 2J(29Si−O−29Si)
couplings are particularly sensitive to individual 29Si−O−29Si

Figure 8. Superpositions of layered silicate-C16N
+Me2Et framework

structures (a) 3 and 5, (b) 3 and 4, (c) 2 and 3, and (d) 2 and 4. Si
sites 1−5 are shown as yellow, orange, red, green, and blue,
respectively, and O, and H atoms are indicated as gray and white. In
(d), structures 2 and 4 are shown to be topologically equivalent, other
than the interchange of the Si1↔Si2 and Si3↔Si4 site pairs. Blue and
red arrows in (c) point to the bridging O atoms involved in the Si1−
O−Si2 connectivities in structures 2 and 3, respectively, to illustrate
the distinct locations of these connectivities in these otherwise very
similar frameworks.
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bond angles, the higher χJ
2 value calculated for structure 2,

compared to structures 3 and 4, indicates that the local
geometry of structure 2 is less representative of the real silicate
framework. Thus, based on all of the experimental and
modeling constraints available, topologically equivalent struc-
tures 3 and 4 appear to be better model(s) of the layered
C16N

+Me2Et-silicate framework, with closely related structure 2
also a (somewhat less likely) possibility.
Realistically, structures 2−4 can all be considered reasonable

representations of the layered silicate-C16N
+Me2Et framework,

within the accuracy limits achievable for such a complicated
material. Superimpositions of these structures shown in Figure
9 (in yellow, red, and dark brown for structures 2−4

respectively) confirm that they share common longer-range
features of the framework, but exhibit subtle localized
differences that are distinguishable by their 2J(29Si−O−29Si)
couplings. One hypothesis is that structures 2−4 may all be
present in the sample, either as discrete regions or as
continuous distributions of atom positions among them.
However, this possibility appears to be unlikely, as separate
evidence suggests that candidate structures 3 and 4, and to a
lesser extent structure 2, are all equally valid representations of
a single framework structure, within the resolution limits of the
analysis.
Previous studies103 have shown that a modest extent of

structural disorder is indeed present in these systems at room
temperature, as revealed by modest broadening of the five
resolved 29Si signals (0.6−1.3 ppm, fwhm, compared to 0.1−0.3
ppm, fwhm, for highly crystalline siliceous zeolites).65,116

However, rather than being due to a distribution of framework
structures, such disorder was established to be associated with
the local dynamics of the surfactant head groups at room
temperature, which were incompletely averaged on the time
scale of 29Si NMR measurements (∼10−6 s). A distribution of

local headgroup interactions results in a distribution of local
valence-electron environments for otherwise identical lattice-
ordered framework 29Si sites (in analogy to what has been
recently established for 77Se sites in semiconducting nanocryst-
als).117 At temperatures substantially below 0 °C, this leads to
significant broadening of the 29Si MAS NMR signals (2.5−4.2
ppm, fwhm, at −80 °C). Such broadening is averaged out at
moderate temperatures (e.g., 60 °C), where surfactant
headgroup motions become fast relative to the 29Si NMR
time scale, leading to five sharp and well resolved 29Si signals
(0.4−1.0 ppm, fwhm) for the still relatively rigid Si framework
sites.103 This is consistent with the presence of a single
C16N

+Me2Et-silicate framework structure, as opposed to several
discrete structures or a continuous distribution.
The “true” structure of the layered silicate-C16N

+Me2Et
framework is expected to be very close to topologically identical
structures 3 and 4, further refinements of which are limited by
intrinsic and subtle surface interactions and dynamics that
currently are challenging to model. In particular, the temper-
ature-dependent influences of surfactant dynamics on local
silicate environments (discussed above) result in nonlinear
variations of the 29Si isotropic chemical shifts that complicate
modeling analyses.103 By comparison for organic crystals,
agreement between experimental and calculated 1H and 13C
chemical shifts for −OH groups can be substantially improved
by linearly extrapolating the measured shifts from near-ambient
temperature to 0 K (the relevant temperature for the DFT
calculations).24,118 The nonlinear temperature-dependences of
the experimental 29Si chemical shifts associated with the layered
silicates, however, render such an approach impractical here.
Furthermore, some siliceous zeolites119 and layered silicates120

are known to undergo significant temperature-dependent
changes in their intrinsic framework structures (i.e., space
group). Such changes can have dramatic effects on the
corresponding 29Si NMR spectra of the materials (including,
doubling of the number of 29Si signals) that cannot be taken
into account by a simple linear extrapolation with temperature.
Finally, more detailed molecular descriptions of the surfactant
head groups, over the use of far simpler -SiOH groups (which
appear relatively insensitive to temperature), would yield more
realistic models of their interactions with the silicate frame-
works. Nevertheless, the combined experimental and modeling
analyses presented here capture the essential physical features
of the layered silicate framework, whose high (but imperfect)
degree of local order can be established to an extent not
previously possible.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A new and general protocol has been developed and
demonstrated for determining the framework structure(s) of
materials with short-range molecular order but lacking long-
range 3D crystallinity. This is possible even for structures with
complicated distributions of local order and disorder through
the use of new quantitative constraints on local bonding
geometries provided by solid-state NMR spectroscopy and
computational chemistry, in combination with (limited) XRD
data. As demonstrated for the framework of a molecularly
ordered silicate-surfactant hybrid material, the analysis protocol
relies on a comprehensive search and identification of candidate
structural models. These must be consistent with the numbers
and interconnectivities of distinct framework silicon atom sites
and their respective 29Si−29Si distance constraints, as obtained
from 1D and 2D solid-state 29Si NMR, along with general unit

Figure 9. Superpositions of the three best candidate structures 2
(yellow), 3 (red), and 4 (brown) that most closely fit all of the
experimental constraints: viewed (a) from the top and (b) from the
side. Structures 3 and 4 appear to be the best representations of the
silicate framework, within the accuracy limits of available constraints
and of the modeling.
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cell geometry and dimensions provided by XRD. Practically, as
the number of inequivalent Si sites increases, resolution of their
distinct 29Si signals becomes more challenging and is expected
to be a primary limitation of this approach. A key feature is that
candidate structures can be found without a priori knowledge of
a crystallographic space group, which for the layered silicate
considered here, could not be obtained from the diffraction
data due to the intrinsic lack of 3D crystallinity of this material.
A small set of candidate structures was identified as being
consistent with all of the available experimental data and was
subsequently refined using first-principles calculations of their
total framework energies. Further evaluations of the structures
were undertaken based on comparisons between isotropic 29Si
chemical shifts and 2J(29Si−O−29Si) coupling interactions
measured experimentally and calculated by DFT for each of
their respective 29Si sites. This led to three closely related
candidate structures with nearly identical lattice energies and
similar levels of agreement among all calculated and
experimental NMR parameters.
Based on comparisons of calculated and experimental and

2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings, two topologically identical struc-
tures are determined to be the best representation(s) of the
layered C16N

+Me2Et-silicate framework. The accuracies of such
structures are thought to be limited predominantly by subtle
dynamics of the surfactant species and their interactions with
the inorganic framework in the complicated nanocomposite
material itself, which lead to uncertainties in the DFT
calculations. More advanced modeling treatments that account
for the effects of the structure-directing surfactant and/or
solvent species on 2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings and isotropic 29Si
chemical shifts can be expected to lead to improved quantitative
analyses of these and related framework structures. The use of
2J(29Si−O−29Si) couplings and their calculations in extended
systems,121 in particular, provides important new means and
opportunities to distinguish and/or refine structures that are
otherwise similar in their overall lattice energies, scattering data,
29Si−29Si distances, and 29Si environments. The approach and
protocol reported here are expected to be generally applicable
to other types of semi- or nanocrystalline materials, including
layered silicates, zeolites, polymers, and other highly defected
solids, with poor or complicated molecular order that influences
their macroscopic properties.
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1. Additional experimental information for solid-state NMR experiments 

2D Double Quantum Experiments. Solid-state 29Si{29Si} double-quantum (DQ) NMR 

correlation experiments were carried out on a Varian InfinityPlus spectrometer at a magnetic 

field strength of 7.0 T operating at 1H and 29Si frequencies of 299.85 MHz and 59.56 MHz, 

respectively. Experiments were conducted at room temperature under magic-angle-spinning 

(MAS) conditions at 3200 ± 2 Hz using a 6 mm MAS probehead with rotors holding ca. 200 mg 

of sample. All experiments were carried out using a recycle delay of 4 s, a contact time of 8 ms 

for 1H to 29Si cross polarization, and 40 kHz continuous-wave 1H decoupling during acquisition. 

The 2D 29Si{29Si} DQ NMR correlation experiments used the robust symmetry-based SR264
11 

homonuclear dipolar recoupling sequence,3 as described in previous work on siliceous zeolites.3,4 

The 29Si nutation frequency during dipolar recoupling was set to a nominal value of 6.5 × 3.2 

kHz = 20.8 kHz by directly optimizing the DQ-filtered 29Si signal intensity in a 1D spectrum of 

the sample. During the 29Si DQ excitation and reconversion periods, continuous-wave 1H 

decoupling was applied with a nutation frequency of 64 kHz. A series of 2D 29Si{29Si} DQ 

correlation spectra were acquired with recoupling times between 2.5 and 35 ms, with 64 t1 

increments each with 256 acquisitions per t1 increment. The NMR data were collected over a 

period of 7 days (18 h per 2D experiment) 

 

J-coupling experiments. NMR measurements of scalar (J) couplings between covalently 

connected 29Si-O-29Si pairs were performed using the z-filtered IPAP experiment5 on a Bruker 

AVANCE-300 wide-bore NMR spectrometer at 7.0 T operating at 1H and 29Si frequencies of 

300.12 and 59.62 MHz, respectively, equipped with a 2.5 mm double resonance MAS probehead 

and using MAS conditions of 12 kHz ( 10 Hz). Magnetization transfer from protons to 29Si 

nuclei was achieved with an adiabatic passage through the Hartmann-Hahn condition,6 using a 

contact time of 10 ms. SPINAL64 was employed for 1H heteronuclear decoupling,7 at proton 

nutation frequencies of 42 or 56 kHz when the detected I spins were Q4 or Q3 species, 

respectively. Gaussian soft pulses8 of 20 or 30 ms were used to achieve semi-selective9 

refocusing of both I and S spins, depending on the frequency difference between the selected 

sites and surrounding sites. The  delay in the z-filtered-IPAP block was incremented by 5 ms 

steps from 5 ms to 70, 90, or 110 ms (depending on the coupling strength) to observe the J 

modulation of the signals. Each experiment was collected with a total of 64, 128, or 192 
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transients (depending on the signal-to-noise) per τ increment, with recycling delays ranging from 

7 to 10 s (depending on the maximum τ delay used, and chosen to be of the order of 50 times the 

maximum decoupling duration). The capacity of the probehead to handle these long decoupling 

durations was carefully checked by running CP experiments with acquisition times equal to the 

maximum decoupling conditions duration under identical decoupling, and checking for arcing. z-

filters of 200 ms were used after CP and before acquisition to circumvent probehead heating and 

to remove undesirable anti-phase contributions to the signals. Total experimental durations 

varied between 2 and 11 h for each 29Si-O-29Si pair. Experimental uncertainties related to the 

accuracies of the 2D spectral intensities obtained for each  increment of the J-coupling spin-

echo modulation were assumed equal to twice the standard deviation of the best fit. This 

corresponds to fluctuations of the detected signal of  2-5% of the intensity of the first 

increment, most likely due to spinning instabilities. Uncertainties related to the measured 2J(29Si-

O-29Si) couplings, enrichment level α, and transverse dephasing times were calculated using 

covariance matrices,10,11 with errors of the measured signal intensities taken as twice their 

standard deviation from the best fit. 
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2. 29Si NMR and powder X-ray diffraction analyses of NH4
+-exchanged layered silicate. 

An in-depth analysis of the powder XRD pattern of a slightly modified (ammonium-

exchanged) but otherwise identical layered-silicate material yields a diffraction pattern (Figure 

S1) that is essentially the same as that obtained for the C16N
+Me2Et-layered silicate material, 

except that the reflections are slightly sharper and that there are differences in the low-angle (2 

< 10º) peaks that are related to the mean distance between the layers. The 29Si CP-MAS NMR 

spectrum (Figure S2) of this material is essentially unchanged from the original C16N
+Me2Et-

layered silicate material, indicating that the silicate framework in the two samples has not been 

significantly affected by exchanging the C16N
+Me2Et surfactant species with NH4

+ ions. 

 


Figure S1. Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of ammonium-exchanged layered silicate sample 
with hk0 reflection positions calculated for the unit cells indicated in the insets: (a) a = 8.5 Å, b = 
6.8 Å,  = 90°, and (b) a = 9.10 Å, b = 7.28 Å,  = 111°. The blue lines indicate only the 
positions of the calculated reflections and not the intensities of the reflections.

 

In this analysis, it is assumed that all of the reflections at higher angles (2 > 10°) arise from 

atomic periodicity within the layers. Therefore, only hk0 reflections were considered. It was 

assumed that the reflections with l > 0 would be broadened, due to the lack of coherent scattering 

between the layers which lack registration with each other.  Figure S1a shows the positions of 

the hk0 reflections calculated for a unit cell with a = 8.5, b = 6.8, and  = 90°. Although there is 

agreement with many of the observed reflections, there are a significant number of calculated 
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reflections that do not correspond to observed reflections and there are a number of observed 

reflections that do not have corresponding calculated reflections. 

 

 

Figure S2. 29Si{1H} CP-MAS NMR spectrum of NH4
+-exchanged layered silicate collected at 

11.7 T, at a MAS frequency of 12 kHz, with high power 1H decoupling (100 kHz using 
SIPNAL64), and a cross-polarization contact time of 8 ms. 

 

A series of calculations of the hk0 reflection positions were carried out in which the angle  

was varied, while fixing the reflections arising from the 100 and 010 reflections to d-spacings of 

8.5 and 6.8 Å. These d-spacings correspond to the inverse of the a* and b* values of the 

reciprocal lattice. Therefore, as  was changed, the a and b unit cell parameters changed as well, 

according to a = (a*sin )-1 and b = (b*sin )-1 (where 1/a* = 8.5 Å and 1/b* = 6.8 Å). The angle  

was incremented from 90° to 140° and, as Figure S1b shows, a very good correspondence 

between the observed and calculated hk0 reflection positions was found for  = 111° (a = 9.10 Å 

and b = 7.28 Å at this angle). Particularly satisfying is the large concentration of reflections 

falling between 37° and 43° that seems to correspond well with the interesting feature observed 

in this region. The only major discrepancy is the reflection at about 2 = 23° which could 

possibly be attributed to the maximum of the broad “amorphous” background signal upon which 

these sharper reflections are superimposed. The full dependence of the hk0 reflection positions 

on , as well as on 1/a* and 1/b*, is presented in detail in Figure S2; the uncertainties in the 

parameters are estimated to be ± 0.05 Å for a and b and 0.5° for .  

As Figure 1 in the main paper shows, these optimal unit cell parameters for the ammonium-

exchanged sample also give improved agreement between the experimental and calculated 

reflection positions, compared to the unit cell (structure 1, reference 13) used in a previous 

analysis of this material for which  = 90º was assumed.
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Figure S3. Plots of the hk0 reflection positions (dashed lines) as functions of the unit cell 
parameters: (a)  varied from 90° to 140° with 1/a* and 1/b* fixed, (b)  varied from 107° to 115° 
with 1/a* and 1/b* fixed,.(c) 1/a* varied with 1/b* and  fixed, (d) 1/b* varied with 1/a* and  
fixed. The solid grey lines represent the positions of the reflections observed in the experimental 
powder XRD pattern of the ammonium-exchanged layered silicate. The pink bands represent the 
range of values that give reasonable agreement between calculated and observed reflections: 1/a* 
= 8.5 ± 0.05 Å, 1/b* = 6.8 ± 0.05 Å,  = 111° ± 0.5° which corresponds to a = 9.10 ± 0.05 Å, b = 
7.28 ± 0.05 Å,  = 111° ± 0.05°.
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3. Estimation of silicate layer thickness from transmission electron microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the material provides additional information 

that supports the estimates of the unit cell parameters from the powder XRD pattern of the 

C16N
+Me2Et-layered silicate. The TEM image (Figure 2 in the main paper) clearly shows the 

layered nature of the material and provides estimates of the unit cell parameters, both visually 

and in a Fourier transform of the image. The unit cell parameters estimated from TEM are in 

good agreement with the powder XRD estimates. Based on the TEM image, the thickness of 

each silicate layer is to be estimated approximately 10 Å. 

The number of equivalent Si site positions in each unit cell can be estimated from the 

thickness of the silicate layers and from the density of the silicate layer. The volume of one unit 

cell of the silicate layer is estimated to be approximately 6.2×102 Å3, based on the unit cell 

parameters estimated from powder XRD and the silicate-layer thickness estimated from TEM 

The framework densities of zeolites range from ~12 to 20 T-sites (four- or “tetrahedrally” 

coordinated Si or Al atoms) per 1000 Å3, while similar non-zeolitic silicate or aluminosilicate 

materials have framework densities of ~20 to 21 T-sites per 1000 Å3. If we assume that the 

framework density of the silicate layer is a little less dense that non-zeolitic frameworks, say 15 

to 20 T-sites, then the number of T-site atoms in a unit cell can be estimated to be ca. 9 to 12 T 

atoms per unit cell. As the 29Si MAS NMR spectra in Figure 3a and Figure S2 indicate five 

distinct Si sites in the structure, there are expected to be two equivalent positions for each Si site 

in each unit cell. 
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4. Quality of fits to 29Si{29Si} DQ buildup curves 

The parameter RDQ used in this paper to assess the quality of a calculated fit to an 

experimental 29Si{29Si} DQ buildup curve is defined as: 
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where )(obs
lijS   and )(calc

lijS   represent the respective values for the lth recoupling time point (l = 

1, 2, ..., N) of the DQ curve for the correlation involving Si site i and Si site j and ijl is the 

estimated error of the associated data point. The calculation of calc
ijS  from a proposed structure is 

described in reference 12. 

The following parameters were used to define the grid size and the selection criteria in the 

structural analysis (see ref. 12  for definitions of these parameters): grid resolution = 0.75 Å,  = 

0.63 Å, and c = 1.2. 
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5. Candidate silicate layer structures before DFT optimization. 

 

Figure S4. Candidate framework structures of surfactant layered silicate materials, with only 
silicon atoms shown (29Si sites Si1, Si2, Si3, Si4, and Si5 shown in yellow, orange, red, green, 
and blue, respectively). Grey sticks indicate Si-O-Si connectivities. Structure 1 is as reported in 
ref 13. Structures 2 to 8 are silicon atomic coordinates of candidate framework structures 
consistent with unit-cell parameters from powder XRD and with relative 29Si-site populations, 
29Si-O-29Si connectivities, and 29Si-29Si distance information from 29Si NMR. Among these, 
structures 2 to 5 were obtained with a systematic elimination of structures containing three-
membered rings during the structure-construction-and-evaluation algorithm. Applying the 
algorithm without this constraint led to three additional candidates, structures 6, 7, and 8, which 
contain three-membered rings. 
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6. Candidate structures containing three-membered rings after DFT optimizations. 

 

Figure S5. Candidate framework structures 6 to 8 after geometry optimization using plane-
wave-based DFT. 
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7. First-principles calculations of NMR 29Si chemical shifts calculated using CASTEP. 

Calculations of shieldings for crystalline silicates of known structure and experimentally 

measured isotropic 29Si chemical shifts can be used to accurately calculate the isotropic 29Si 

chemical shifts (iso) from calculated 29Si shieldings(iso). This procedure compensates for 

possible systematic errors of the DFT calculations. 

Table S1. 29Si NMR calculations on reference crystalline systems for the calculation of 29Si  

                 chemical shifts (iso) from calculated 29Si shieldings(iso). 

Compound Site # iso(exp) (ppm) a iso(calc) (ppm) b 
α-quartz 1 -107.4 423.4 

cristoballite 1 -108.5 424.7 

albite NaAlSi3O8 
3 -105.0 421.7 
2   -97.0 412.7 
1   -93.0 408.1 

datolite CaBSiO4(OH) 1   -83.0 398.1 
danburite CaB2Si2O8 1   -89.0 403.7 

Pyrophyllite 1   -94.0 410.4 
Talc 1   -97.0 413.2 

Na2SiO3 1   -76.8 390.5 
α-Na2Si2O5 1   -93.6 410.4 

β-Na2Si2O5 
1   -85.6 400.1 
2   -87.5 401.8 

δ-Na2Si2O5 
1   -90.6 405.6 
2   -90.2 405.2 

a Experimental shifts are taken from refs. 14-16.  
b Calculated trend: iso(ppm)=-0.922*iso+283.39. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) 

between the shifts calculated with this expression and the experimental shifts for all the reference 
silicates listed above (0.5 ppm) provides an estimation on the error on the 29Si chemical shifts 
that can be calculated for silicates, assuming a correct structural model. 

Pseudopotentials used the following definition (using CASTEP sintax): 

Si 2|1.8|1.8|1.3|2|3|4|30:31:32LGG(qc=4) 
O 2|1.0|1.3|0.7|13|16|18|20:21(qc=7) 
H 1|0.8|0.8|0.6|2|6|8|10(qc=6) 
Na  2|1.3|1.3|1.0|16|19|21|20U:30U:21(qc=7) 
B 2|1.4|1.4|1.0|3|6|8|20:21 
Al 2|2.0|2.0|1.7|1|2|3|30:31:32LGG(qc=3) 
Ca 3|1.6|2.0|1.4|7|9|10|30U:40U:31:32U=+0@+0.12U=+1.0@+0.12 
The pseudopotential of Ca used the correction described by Profeta et al.17 
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Table S2. 29Si chemical shifts calculated for the candidate layered silicate structures using  
                 CASTEP1,2 compared to experimentally measured shifts. 

Structure E (eV) 
RDQ 

(optimized) 

29Si chemical shift (ppm) calculated for Si site a 
2

CS
 

Si1 Si2 Si3 Si4 Si5 

1 -11432.6 0.255 
-86.6 

-86.6 

  -99.0 

  -99.8 

-97.4 

 -97.7 

-105.2 

-105.2 

-109.1 

-108.9 
15.0 

2 -11436.0 0.171 -94.7 -102.8 -104.8 -108.4 -111.0   4.0 

3 -11435.9 0.174 -94.7 -105.8 -102.3 -106.7 -115.4   6.6 

4 -11435.8 0.184 -96.0 -104.8 -103.8 -107.6 -116.3   5.0 

5 -11430.8 0.205 -89.1   -95.6 -111.3 -112.8 -111.0 13.7 

6 -11434.3 0.190 -94.7   -93.1 -100.4   -96.1   -96.8 18.0 

7 -11435.1 0.210 -88.8   -90.9 -111.4 -105.8 -104.9 18.1 

8 -11434.1 0.179 -89.3   -85.5   -96.8   -91.4   -93.4 29.2 

6 b -11434.3 0.218 -93.1   -94.7   -96.1 -100.4   -96.8 15.7 

7 b -11435.1 0.257 -90.9   -88.8 -105.8 -111.4 -104.9 17.5 

8 b -11434.1 0.198 -85.5   -89.3   -91.4   -96.8   -93.4 27.4 

Expt. c     -97.0(4)   -101.0(4)   -103.7(8)   -109.1(5)   -114.7(9)  

a In the case of the non-centrosymmetric structure 1, each NMR 29Si resonance i is associated 
with two similar sites i and i*. Calculated shifts were referenced based on a series of 
calculations on oxides of known structures. 

b Chemical shifts calculated for 29Si site pairs 1<->2 and 3<->4 swapped. 

c “Uncertainties” in parentheses refer to the full-widths–at-half-maximum (fwhm) values 
measured a room temperature, which are used to calculate the 2

CS values (see main text). 

 

The agreement between experimental and calculated 29Si chemical shifts is consistently worse 

for candidate framework structures containing three-membered rings (6 to 8) than for the others. 

While these structures may have been difficult to eliminate based solely on thermodynamics, 

they are confidently rejected using DFT calculations of NMR chemical shifts. 
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8. Measurements of 2J(29Si-O-29Si) couplings. 

The NMR pulse sequence, referred to as the z-filtered IPAP experiment, used here to 

measure 2J(29Si-O-29Si) couplings in the C16N
+Me2Et-silicate material prepared with 50% 

enrichment in 29Si is shown in Figure S6. I and S refer to two distinct 29Si sites. As discussed in 

detail in reference 5, the semi-selective pulses allow for the selective measurement of the JIS 

coupling through the modulation of the intensity of the detected I nucleus as a function of the 

half-echo duration τ, while eliminating undesired modulations from other couplings involving 

the I nuclei. To deal with additional complications caused by the superposition of J-modulated 

signal intensity from 29Si-O-29Si pairs and non-modulated signal intensity from 29Si-O-28Si pairs 

due to the partial (50%) 29Si-enrichment, previous measurements reported in reference 5 used a 

though-bond DQ filter that eliminated the undesired contributions from 29Si-O-28Si pairs. This 

method nevertheless resulted in dramatically reduced signal-to-noise from coherence selection, 

transverse dephasing (T2’), and incomplete through-bond transfer during the (long) DQ filter. 

 

 

Figure S6. Pulse sequence of the z-filtered IPAP experiment for the selective measurement of 
homonuclear J couplings in multispin systems, as described in reference 5. I and S designate two 
29Si sites with distinct isotropic frequencies. 
 

Here, we chose instead to use the standard z-filtered IPAP experiment (Fig. S6) and to 

separate the modulated and non-modulated components by fitting the intensity as a function of 

the τ delay to multi-component expressions that account for the partial enrichment, as proposed 

by Brown et al.18  In this case, the evolution of the signal of the detected (NMR-active by 

definition) nuclei I as a function of the half-echo duration τ (see Fig. S6) is expressed as: 

2 2( ) [(1 )exp( 2 / ') cos(2 )exp( 2 / ')]I a bS A T J T               , (S2) 
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where α is the fraction of NMR-active nuclei (here 29Si), and 2 'aT  and 2 'bT  are the transverse 

dephasing times of the non-modulated and modulated components associated with NMR-active I 

nuclei connected to a non-active or to an active S nucleus, respectively. The main limitation of 

this approach is that accurate extraction of all five parameters of Eq. (S2) requires very long spin 

echoes when the J couplings are small. This is the case for 2J(29Si-O-29Si) couplings, which 

typically range between 5 and 20 Hz and which can be impractical to measure in the presence of 

high power 1H heteronuclear decoupling. A now well-established approach for such a situation 

consists in using low-power decoupling19 in combination with ultrafast MAS (40-70 kHz).  This 

reduces probehead heating and duty cycles, while providing long 29Si coherence lifetimes,20,21 

allowing J couplings as low as 3.5 Hz to be measured in protonated solids.22 

Here, however, we used a different approach that benefited from the moderate dipolar 

couplings between the framework 29Si nuclei and the relatively mobile protons associated with 

silanol groups, surfactants, and solvent molecules at the organic-inorganic interface at ambient 

temperature.23,24 Specifically, we found intermediate conditions of moderate decoupling (1H 

nutation frequencies of 40–55 kHz, see Experimental section for details), which at moderate 

MAS frequency (12 kHz) yielded modest probehead heating and sufficiently long transverse 

dephasing times. This approach was employed successfully on all 29Si-O-29Si pairs in the 29Si-

enriched layered silicate material, as shown in Figure S7, including for the more challenging 

doubly-coupled pair 3-4. For this pair, both couplings could be extracted simultaneously by 

fitting the measured modulation of the signal to a function of the form: 

2
2

1 2

2 2

2
1 2 2

( ) [(1 ) exp( 2 / ')

(1 )cos(2 )exp( 2 / ')

(1 ) cos(2 )exp( 2 / ')

cos(2 )cos(2 )exp( 2 / ')]

I a

b

b

c

S A T

J T

J T

J J T

  
    

    

     

  
  
  

 

  , (S3) 

where the isotopic enrichment fraction  was fixed to 0.5 (based on that used for the synthesis) 

and all transverse dephasing times were fixed to 0.20 ms. As shown in Figure S7f, the resulting 

fit is quite robust and in good agreement with the experimental data. The precision of the 2J(29Si-

O-29Si) couplings thus measured is greatly improved with respect to the measurements conducted 

previously on similar materials,5 especially for the small (< 10 Hz) 2J1-2 and 2J1-3 couplings. 
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Figure S7. J-coupling modulation curves obtained from 50% 29Si-enriched C16H33Me2EtN+-
silicate using the z-filtered IPAP experiment. Experimental integrated intensities (left, blue error 
bars) are plotted as functions of the half-echo delay , with I (detected spins) and S 
corresponding to different combinations of 29Si sites Si1 to Si5. The red solid lines (left) indicate 
the best fits to Equation S2, except for (f) the doubly-coupled 29Si-O-29Si pair Si3-Si4, where the 
two couplings were extracted using Equation S3. The experimental (blue solid lines) and 
simulated (red solid lines) obtained by Fourier transform of the experimental intensities and 
corresponding best fits, respectively, are shown on the right side of each modulation curve. 
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Table S3. Complete sets of fit parameters leading to the measured 2J(29Si-O-29Si) couplings  
                reported in Table 2. 

29Si-O-29Si Pair J (Hz) α T2a’ (s) T2b’ (s) 

1-2 8.6  0.2 50 a 0.20  0.02 0.14  0.02 

1-3 5.3 0.3 50 a 0.17  0.03 0.15  0.03 

1-5 10.9  0.2 49  5 0.20  0.04 0.21  0.06 

2-4 10.8  0.1 50  4 0.28  0.05 0.19  0.04 

2-5 12.3   0.2 48  4 0.21  0.03 0.20  0.04 

3-4(a) b 9.2  0.5 
50  0.20 c 

3-4(b) b 11.7  0.5 

3-5 11.1  0.2 47  5 0.18  0.03 0.20  0.05 

4-5 15.2  0.2 47  5 0.30  0.12 0.27  0.14 

a 29Si-enrichment level α fixed to 50%. 
b See Supporting Information for details concerning the J3-4 couplings involving the doubly-

coupled 29Si-O-29Si pair 3-4.  The J3-4(a) and J3-4(b) labels were chosen to have J3-4(a)  J3-4(b).  
c Dephasing time T2' was fixed to 0.20 s for all modulated and non-modulated components. 

 

Effects of potential deviations from the magic angle on experimental J-coupling 

measurements. A recurrent concern about the measurement of relatively small J couplings in 

solid-state NMR is their robustness with respect to potential deviations of the rotor axis from the 

ideal magic angle. This follows the work from Pileio and co-workers,25,26 who have shown that 

such deviations can reintroduce residual homonuclear dipolar couplings during the echoes, an 

effect that can be exploited to measure inter-nuclear distances. Figure S8 shows the result of a 

series of simulations based on the analytical expressions reported in the Supporting Information 

of ref. 25 and corrected according to the erratum published at: 

 http://www.mhl.soton.ac.uk/public/publications/papers/published/161-180/168/erratum.html. 

Taking the erratum into account, our simulations were found to reproduce the results reported in 

ref. 25. 
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Figure S8. Simulations of spin-echo modulation curves with the rotor axis off by  from the 
ideal magic-angle. All simulations were conducted with a coupling constant b/2 = 176 Hz and 
sets of T2a’, T2b’, α, and J coupling values measured for 29Si-O-29Si pairs (a, b) 4-5 and (c, d) 1-3, 
as reported in Table S3. (a,c) show the spin-echo intensities as a function of the half-echo delay 
calculated (black) at the magic angle ( = 0°) and (blue circles) with a misset of  = 0.5°. The 
red dotted line is obtained by fitting the off-angle modulation curve (blue circles) to the ideal 
(MAS angle, 54.74o) Equation S2, which gives rise to an apparent scalar coupling JApp that is 
slightly different from the input value J. (b,d) Plots showing the JApp values obtained by 
repeating the same procedure for different values of . 
 
Simulations were conducted with values of the T2a’, T2b’, α, and J couplings measured for 29Si-

O-29Si pairs 4-5 and 1-3, corresponding to the largest and lowest measured couplings, 

respectively, and the results are reported in Figure S8a,b and S8c,d, respectively. All simulations 

used the same sets of half-echo delays  as used for the corresponding experimental 

measurements, with a coupling constant b/2 = 176 Hz corresponding to the interaction between 

a pair 29Si nuclei at a distance of 3.0 Å from each other. Figures S8a,c show typical examples of 

such simulated modulation curves for large values of the deviation to the magic angle  = 0.5° 

(blue circles). These curves deviate slightly from the ideal (on-angle) modulation curves, shown 

as black solid lines, as a result of the re-introduction of residual homonuclear 29Si- 29Si dipolar 

coupling. When such off-angle curves are fitted with the ideal (MAS angle 54.74o) expression 

given in Equation S2 (red dotted lines in Fig. S8a and S8c), one obtains an apparent scalar 
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coupling JApp with a value that differs from the true value J. This value of  = 0.5° is in fact 

substantially larger the expected error resulting from setting the magic angle based on the 79Br 

MAS NMR line widths measured for KBr. This procedure, which was used in this work, is 

believed to be accurate to about 0.1° or less. While several more demanding procedures exist to 

set the magic angle to a precision of 0.01° or less, they represent unnecessary complications for 

the range of couplings measured here (5-15 Hz), given the small magnitude of the corresponding 

dipolar couplings (less than ca. 200 Hz). This is demonstrated in Figure S8b and S8d by plots 

showing apparent couplings JApp obtained by repeating the procedure described above for 

different deviations  from the magic angle. Deviations of  = 0.1° lead to negligible errors (<< 

0.1 Hz) for the apparent J coupling, even for coupling values as small as 5 Hz. Even deviations 

as large as 0.2° would have negligible effects (less than ± 0.05 Hz) on the 2J(29Si-O-29Si) 

coupling measurements reported here. 
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9. First-Principles calculations of 2J(29Si-O-29Si) couplings. 

 

Table S4. 2J(29Si-O-29Si) couplings (in Hz) calculated using cluster approaches and  
                compared to experimentally measured couplings 

29Si-O-29Si 
pair 

Structure 
Experimental

1 2 3 4 5 

1-2    7.6 13.1 11.3 16.3   8.1       8.6  0.2 
1-3    6.6  8.3  7.6  7.1 10.1        5.3 0.3 
1-5    7.7 10.1 11.5  9.7   8.8 10.9  0.2 
2-4   9.8 17.0 16.0  9.2   9.3 10.8  0.1 
2-5 15.0 13.7 17.3 17.8   7.5 12.3  0.2 

3-4(a) a   3.5 12.7 10.0 11.1 12.6   9.2  0.5 
3-4(b) a 11.9 13.0 10.4 11.5 16.5 11.7  0.5 

3-5   7.0 10.5 12.7 13.8 13.7 11.1  0.2 
4-5 14.2 10.7 13.4 15.8 12.3 15.2  0.2 

 
a In the case of doubly-coupled 29Si site pair 3-4, the small and large calculated coupling values 

were always associated with the 3-4(a) and 3-4(b) pairs, respectively. 
 

The cluster calculations used here neglected the possibility that the Q3 29Si sites may be 

preferentially found as deprotonated Si-O- moieties (surfactant-directed layered silicate materials 

are synthesized under highly alkaline conditions), and have not taken into account their 

interactions with cationic surfactant head groups and/or adsorbed solvent molecules. Some of the 

imperfections of the cluster approach for calculating 2J(29Si-O-29Si) couplings may potentially be 

overcome by performing first-principle calculations with periodic boundary conditions, a method 

recently developed by Joyce et al.,27 though not as yet implemented in a distributed code. In the 

future, comparisons of couplings calculated using cluster approaches or plane waves should 

make it possible to distinguish the contributions due to the finite cluster sizes from effects arising 

from interactions of adsorbed surfactant or solvent molecules in structural models. Plane-wave-

based calculations, moreover, have the additional advantage of eliminating the tedious cluster 

extraction procedure.  
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10. Topological analyses of candidate silicate framework structures 

 

Table S5. Results of topological analysesa of candidate structures for the C16N
+Me2Et- 

                 layered silicate material as conducted by using the program TOTOPOLb  

Site Coordination Sequence TD10 Circuit Symbol Vertex Symbol 
 
Structure 1 

Si1 
1 3 7 14 19 22 27 32 36 
41 46 50 55 60 64 69 74 

248 4.6.88 4.6.87 

Si2 
1 3 7 14 19 22 27 32 36 
41 46 50 55 60 64 69 74 

248 4.6.88 4.6.87 

Si3 
4 8 13 18 22 27 32 36 41 

46 50 55 60 64 69 74 
248 4.6.4.6.4.62 4.6.4.8.4.84 

Si4 
1 4 8 12 16 24 28 30 36 
42 46 50 54 60 66 68 72 

248 4.6.4.6.4.62 4.6.4.8.4.84 

Si5 
1 4 8 12 16 24 28 30 36 
42 46 50 54 60 66 68 72 

247 4.4.6.6.85.85 4.4.6.6.82.82 

 
Structure 2 

Si1 
1 3 7 12 21 24 23 35 38 
39 46 51 54 63 61 66 79 

249 4.5.5 4.5.5 

Si2 
1 3 7 12 19 24 27 31 37 
43 45 48 57 62 61 67 77 

249 4.5.5 4.5.5 

Si3 
1 4 9 15 19 19 30 35 33 
39 51 50 52 59 67 70 71 

255 4.4.5.6.5.7 4.4.5.6.5.* 

Si4 
1 4 10 14 16 25 28 31 36 
42 46 52 52 59 68 69 68 

253 4.6.52.6.7.72 4.6.52.6.*.* 

Si5 
1 4 9 13 20 23 26 31 40 
41 43 50 59 59 61 68 78 

251 4.7.5.6.5.6 4.*.5.6.5.6 

 
Structure 3 

Si1 
1 3 7 12 19 24 27 31 37 
43 45 48 57 62 61 67 77 

249 4.5.5 4.5.5 

Si2 
1 3 7 12 21 24 23 35 38 
39 46 51 54 63 61 66 79 

249 4.5.5 4.5.5 

Si3 
4 10 14 16 25 28 31 36 
42 46 52 52 59 68 69 68 

253 4.6.52.6.7.72 4.6.52.6.*.* 

Si4 
1 4 9 15 19 19 30 35 33 
39 51 50 52 59 67 70 71 

255 4.4.5.6.5.7 4.4.5.6.5.* 

Si5 
1 4 9 13 20 23 26 31 40 
41 43 50 59 59 61 68 78 

251 4.7.5.6.5.6 4.*.5.6.5.6 
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Site Coordination Sequence TD10 Circuit Symbol Vertex Symbol 
 
Structure 4 

Si1 
1 3 7 12 19 24 27 31 37 
43 45 48 57 62 61 67 77 

249 4.5.5 4.5.5 

Si2 
1 3 7 12 21 24 23 35 38 
39 46 51 54 63 61 66 79 

249 4.5.5 4.5.5 

Si3 
4 10 14 16 25 28 31 36 
42 46 52 52 59 68 69 68 

253 4.6.52.6.7.72 4.6.52.6.*.* 

Si4 
1 4 9 15 19 19 30 35 33 
39 51 50 52 59 67 70 71 

255 4.4.5.6.5.7 4.4.5.6.5.* 

Si5 
1 4 9 13 20 23 26 31 40 
41 43 50 59 59 61 68 78 

251 4.7.5.6.5.6 4.*.5.6.5.6 

 
Structure 5 

Si1 
1 3 7 14 19 23 28 32 36 
42 47 50 55 61 65 69 74 

252 4.6.88 4.6.87 

Si2 
1 3 6 13 21 24 27 32 37 
42 46 50 56 61 64 69 75 

252 4.4.6 4.4.84 

Si3 
1 4 9 14 18 22 28 33 36 
41 47 51 55 60 65 70 74 

253 4.6.4.1015.62.88 4.6.4.*.6.87 

Si4 
1 4 8 14 19 22 27 33 37 
41 46 51 56 60 64 70 75 

252 4.4.4.6.6.6 4.4.4.6.84.* 

Si5 
1 4 8 13 19 24 27 31 38 
42 45 51 56 60 65 69 74 

252 4.4.6.82.6.82 4.4.6.8.6.* 

 
 
a Definitions: 

 Coordination sequence = a number sequence in which the k-th term is the number of 
atoms in "shell" k that are bonded to atoms in "shell"k-1. Shell 0 consists of a single 
atom, and the number of atoms in the first shell is the conventional coordination number. 

 TD10 = Topological density, the number of T-site atoms in 10 coordination shells around 
the central site. 

 Circuit symbol = Size and number of the shortest cycle (closed paths) at each angle. 
 Vertex symbol = Size and number of shortest ring on each angle of the T-atom28; * = no 

closed ring at this angle 
 
b TOTOPOL (written by Mike Treacy, University of Arizona) is available online at: 

http://www.hypotheticalzeolites.net/NEWDATABASE/tools.html  
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11. Atomic coordinates of retained DFT-optimized candidate silicate framework structures. 

Structure 2.  
 
data_Structure2 
loop_ 
_publ_author_name 
'Brouwer D H' 
'Cadars S C' 
'Eckert J' 
'Liu Z' 
'Terasaki O' 
'Chmelka B F' 
_publ_section_title 
; 
Structure Determinations of Molecularly Ordered but Non-Crystalline Silicate 
Frameworks 
; 
_journal_name_full 'Journal of the American Chemical Society' 
_audit_creation_date              2011-01-19 
_audit_creation_method            'Built from XRD and NMR constraints, refined and 
validated with DFT' 
_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M    'P-1' 
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number       2 
_symmetry_cell_setting            triclinic 
loop_ 
_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz 
  x,y,z 
  -x,-y,-z 
_cell_length_a                    9.1000 
_cell_length_b                    7.2800 
_cell_length_c                    33.5000 
_cell_angle_alpha                 90.0000 
_cell_angle_beta                  90.0000 
_cell_angle_gamma                 111.0000 
loop_ 
_atom_site_label 
_atom_site_type_symbol 
_atom_site_fract_x 
_atom_site_fract_y 
_atom_site_fract_z 
_atom_site_U_iso_or_equiv 
_atom_site_adp_type 
_atom_site_occupancy 
Si1    Si    0.52070   0.87393   0.41801   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si2    Si    0.45898   0.26309   0.42786   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si3    Si    0.81507   1.02937   0.46468   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si4    Si    0.15979   0.27304   0.47232   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si5    Si    0.66690   0.30658   0.50439   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O1     O     0.47196   0.74753   0.37777   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O2     O     0.52178   0.40896   0.38907   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O12    O     0.44936   0.04760   0.41411   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O13    O     0.71147   0.96932   0.42429   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O15    O     0.45388   0.74886   0.45858   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O24    O     0.28830   0.26511   0.43969   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O25    O     0.57853   0.34455   0.46496   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O34a   O     0.82928   0.83986   0.48688   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O34b   O     0.98806   0.17802   0.45209   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O35    O     0.73218   0.13112   0.49629   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O45    O     0.18663   0.49710   0.48447   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
H1     H     0.48672   0.61946   0.37783   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
H2     H     0.56378   0.35508   0.36725   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
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Structure 3.  
 
data_Structure3 
loop_ 
_publ_author_name 
'Brouwer D H' 
'Cadars S C' 
'Eckert J' 
'Liu Z' 
'Terasaki O' 
'Chmelka B F' 
_publ_section_title 
; 
Structure Determinations of Molecularly Ordered but Non-Crystalline Silicate 
Frameworks 
; 
_journal_name_full 'Journal of the American Chemical Society' 
_audit_creation_date              2011-01-19 
_audit_creation_method            'Built from XRD and NMR constraints, refined and 
validated with DFT' 
_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M    'P-1' 
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number       2 
_symmetry_cell_setting            triclinic 
loop_ 
_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz 
  x,y,z 
  -x,-y,-z 
_cell_length_a                    9.1000 
_cell_length_b                    7.2800 
_cell_length_c                    33.5000 
_cell_angle_alpha                 90.0000 
_cell_angle_beta                  90.0000 
_cell_angle_gamma                 111.0000 
loop_ 
_atom_site_label 
_atom_site_type_symbol 
_atom_site_fract_x 
_atom_site_fract_y 
_atom_site_fract_z 
_atom_site_U_iso_or_equiv 
_atom_site_adp_type 
_atom_site_occupancy 
Si1    Si    0.53818   0.79720   0.42091   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si2    Si    0.49281   0.35411   0.42836   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si3    Si    0.83338   1.02409   0.46319   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si4    Si    0.16992   0.27181   0.47070   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si5    Si    0.68463   0.29613   0.50436   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O1     O     0.44838   0.84199   0.38297   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O2     O     0.50614   0.23051   0.38841   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O12    O     0.54368   0.57948   0.41438   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O13    O     0.71686   0.95728   0.42521   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O15    O     0.45286   0.80307   0.46347   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O24    O     0.31366   0.25959   0.44385   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O25    O     0.60857   0.33556   0.46313   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O34a   O     0.83569   0.82845   0.48588   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O34b   O     1.00715   0.15762   0.44715   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O35    O     0.77764   0.15008   0.49570   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O45    O     0.19213   0.49972   0.47799   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
H1     H     0.45581   0.98044   0.38093   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
H2     H     0.56110   0.31026   0.36603   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
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Structure 4.  
 
data_Structure4 
loop_ 
_publ_author_name 
'Brouwer D H' 
'Cadars S C' 
'Eckert J' 
'Liu Z' 
'Terasaki O' 
'Chmelka B F' 
_publ_section_title 
; 
Structure Determinations of Molecularly Ordered but Non-Crystalline Silicate 
Frameworks 
; 
_journal_name_full 'Journal of the American Chemical Society' 
_audit_creation_date              2011-01-19 
_audit_creation_method            'Built from XRD and NMR constraints, refined and 
validated with DFT' 
_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M    'P-1' 
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number       2 
_symmetry_cell_setting            triclinic 
loop_ 
_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz 
  x,y,z 
  -x,-y,-z 
_cell_length_a                    9.1000 
_cell_length_b                    7.2800 
_cell_length_c                    33.5000 
_cell_angle_alpha                 90.0000 
_cell_angle_beta                  90.0000 
_cell_angle_gamma                 111.0000 
loop_ 
_atom_site_label 
_atom_site_type_symbol 
_atom_site_fract_x 
_atom_site_fract_y 
_atom_site_fract_z 
_atom_site_U_iso_or_equiv 
_atom_site_adp_type 
_atom_site_occupancy 
Si1    Si    0.53559   0.72852   0.42387   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si2    Si    0.49077   0.14151   0.42518   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si3    Si    0.83239   0.78726   0.46381   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si4    Si    0.18259   0.93046   0.46742   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
Si5    Si    0.67650   0.37534   0.50247   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O1     O     0.44840   0.58962   0.38590   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O2     O     0.52975   0.26074   0.38385   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O12    O     0.52903   0.94347   0.41812   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O13    O     0.71694   0.74182   0.42539   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O15    O     0.45479   0.61945   0.46492   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O24    O     0.30550   1.07720   0.43670   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O25    O     0.59398   0.26039   0.46273   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O34a   O     0.81070   0.96216   0.49004   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O34b   O     1.01020   0.86081   0.44726   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O35    O     0.79379   0.59442   0.49169   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
O45    O     0.22091   0.73486   0.47576   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
H1     H     0.42188   0.65455   0.36325   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
H2     H     0.49799   0.37574   0.38050   0.00000  Uiso   1.00 
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